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Chapter 1:
Management
2013 was an exciting year. Key appointments were made aimed at starting a new stem cell research programme, enforcing systems biology, reducing the teaching load of the neuroscience staff and programme, enforcing systems biology, reducing made aimed at starting a new stem cell research at the end of 2012 to the special chair in Applied Biology research priority area. Dr Joost Keurentjes was appointed to the special chair in Human Cognition, and will work closely with the group of professor Cyriel Pennartz on subjects related to the UvA’s Brain & Cognition research priority area. Dr Renée van Amerongen was appointed as one of the six MacGillavry Fellows who were selected by the Faculty in 2013 out of more than 200 international candidates. The MacGillavry Fellowship recruitment programme of the Faculty of Science targets ambitious talented female scientists who have excelled in their respective discipline, exhibit leadership potential and aspire to a tenure track position leading towards a full professorship. Renée’s research focuses on Wnt-responsive stem cells in the mammmary gland, work that puts her at the exciting interface of stem cell biology and fundamental cancer research. Furthermore, three tenure trackers, Dr Matteo Barberis (Westerhoff group), Dr Filipe Branco dos Santos (Hellingwerf group) and Dr Umberto Olcese (Hordijk group), were appointed in addition to 22 PhD students, five postdocs and seven technicians/support staff members.

Appointments
In 2013 professor Roel Nusse of Stanford University was named visiting professor of Stem Cells and Regenerative Biology. Roel is an expert in stem cells, regenerative biology and Wnt signalling, a rapidly growing field worldwide. There are significant implications for health research, including cancer research, but also for fundamental developmental biology. In addition, this subject closely relates to the research agenda of the University of Amsterdam’s (UvA) Systems Biology research priority area.

A further three professors by special appointment joined SILS. Dr Joost Keurentjes was appointed at the end of 2012 to the special chair in Applied Quantitative Genetics and he delivered his inaugural speech in June of this year. Dr Marcel Prins of Kryegen NV in Wageningen was appointed in July to the special chair in Phymopathology, with a special focus on plant virology. Both professors, who will be hosted by SILS’s Molecular Plant Biology groups, will work on subjects closely related to the Faculty of Science’s Green Life Sciences research priority area as well as the plant breeding industry. Dr Ole Jensen of the Donders Institute of Radboud University Nijmegen was appointed to the special chair in Human Cognition, and will work closely with the group of professor Cyriel Pennartz on subjects related to the UvA’s Brain & Cognition research priority area. Dr Renée van Amerongen was appointed as one of the six MacGillavry Fellows who were selected by the Faculty in 2013 out of more than 200 international candidates. The MacGillavry Fellowship recruitment programme of the Faculty of Science targets ambitious talented female scientists who have excelled in their respective discipline, exhibit leadership potential and aspire to a tenure track position leading towards a full professorship. Renée’s research focuses on Wnt-responsive stem cells in the mammmary gland, work that puts her at the exciting interface of stem cell biology and fundamental cancer research. Furthermore, three tenure trackers, Dr Matteo Barberis (Westerhoff group), Dr Filipe Branco dos Santos (Hellingwerf group) and Dr Umberto Olcese (Hordijk group), were appointed in addition to 22 PhD students, five postdocs and seven technicians/support staff members.

Research
A major breakthrough towards personalised medicine was achieved by an international team of systems biologists including professor Hans Westerhoff that published the first human metabolic road map in Nature Biotechnology. This biochemical survey can aid in elucidating the causes of metabolic disorders and therapeutic and preventive therapy of diseases such as obesity, diabetes and cancer. Dr Gertien Smit studies the response of pH in the granule cells in the adult Dentate Gyrus. The runner up in this category was Eva van der Steen, who will be hosted by SILS’s Molecular Plant Biology research priority area. This shows that the earning capacity of SILS is still high in spite of diminishing government funding. This success was not easy to achieve, for in spite of being rated as very good to excellent by many research proposals elsewhere failed to attract funding owing to the high number of proposals submitted leading to low success rates. I am proud of those SILS employees who were persistent and, rather than giving up, improved their rejected proposals and resubmitted them. I am proud of those SILS employees who keep spirits high and make SILS a fantastic place to be, do research and teach. And I am proud of those employees who inspire our young scientists to strive for their full potential. Let’s continue along these lines.

Research grants
In 2013 SILS obtained external grants with a total value of more than € 7 million. This is an all-time record for the institution. Most notable are the VIDI grant of € 800,000 awarded to Dr Petra Bleeker for her research proposal ‘Defence in the wild: from trichome transcriptomes and metabolomes to breeding the diagnostic and defence markers in tomato’ and the STW grant of € 3.5 million awarded to professor Michel Haring and colleagues for his research proposal ‘Green Defence against Pests’. Together with colleagues in Utrecht, Dr Harm Krugers obtained a ZonMW TOP grant to study how early life experiences influence the function and sensitivity of the brain as well as a USA Military Operational Medicine Research grant to study post-traumatic stress syndrome. Dr Aniko Korosi received an NWO MEBEOVUD grant to study the effects of early-life stress on the development of Alzheimer’s disease. Dr Rob Schuurink received three research grants totalling more than € 1 million to allow him to further develop his research into the role of plant volatiles.
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The integrated results for 2013 show a deficit of €1,127 K€, where a deficit of €974 was budgeted. This deficit was deducted from the financial reserve of SILS resulting in €442 of reserve remaining on January 1, 2014.

The shortfalls in 2012 and 2013 owe mainly to the appointment of new teaching staff needed in view of the sharp increase in student numbers. The decision to employ new staff, and thus to overspend budgets, was made in consultation with the Faculty of Science (FNWI).

Over the longer term, this will serve to increase SILS’ revenue as set out in the FNWI models used to allocate funds within the Faculty to the research institutes. This model is based (in part) on teaching load and the number of degrees conferred. However, as the initial investment was not made in accordance with these models, as aspected, the result has been negative for the last two years.

Funding

The funding system for Dutch universities distinguishes between three different kinds of funding resources, which are generally referred to by number: one to three. Funding originating from the university itself are known as the first ‘flow of funds’ or ‘moneystream’. External funding (e.g. from the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) is known as the second flow of funds, and all other external funding such as from the EU and industry form the third flow of funds.

The University of Amsterdam (UvA) is committed to an equal balance between male and female staff at all levels. The figure below presents the male/female ratio on 31 December 2013 and shows that females are still underpresented in the higher ranks. At this time, 30% of the total 232 SILS employees (including bursaries) were from abroad, most notably from Germany, China, Poland and Italy. In terms of age, SILS staff span the full range from new PhD students to employees near retirement.

Results and financial reserve

Below: number of FTEs and total number of employees at SILS on December 31 (including FOM employees and PhD fellows with a scholarship).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTE university funded</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>90.6</td>
<td>103.9</td>
<td>101.4</td>
<td>103.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE (NWO/FOM funded)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE (EU contracts)</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE (scholarships)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of FTE</td>
<td>159.7</td>
<td>171.4</td>
<td>196.1</td>
<td>200.8</td>
<td>219.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of employees</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Male/female ratio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postdoc</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant prof</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate prof</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Left: ratio male/female staff at SILS on 31 December (including FOM employees, excluding PhD/postdoc fellows on a scholarship).
Chapter 2: Highlights
SILS welcomed two new special chairs in 2013: Joost Keurentjes, professor of Applied Quantitative Genetics, and Marcel Prins, professor in Phytopathology with a special focus on plant virology.

**What is the focus of your special chair?**

‘The chair of Applied Quantitative Genetics focuses on the application of large-scale genomic data-sets in modern plant breeding approaches. Over the last decade, breeding practices have shifted from selection strategies keyed on end products towards predictive breeding by design using DNA sequence information. This requires training a new generation of plant breeders.’

**What is your incentive?**

‘I like reducing the complexity of genetic systems to a comprehensible scale without losing the possibility to explain global patterns. This requires a multidisciplinary approach and collaboration between research teams with very distinct areas of expertise. It’s great to learn from different fields and to be able to integrate each other’s contributions in a dedicated research project. Moreover, students get a chance to be involved in cutting-edge research, and it’s very rewarding to have a hand in their perspective.’

**How does this job connect to your other work?**

‘I head up a research group at Wageningen University that is working to elucidate the regulatory mechanisms of complex traits. We develop novel genetic resources to address questions about fundamental and applied aspects of genetic diversity and inheritance patterns. We try to understand why plant properties vary in nature and in crops and how we can use this information to improve our current breeding approaches.’

**What will be your biggest challenge?**

‘The biggest challenge probably lies in increasing the number of students who would consider a career in the breeding industry to keep pace with the rapid growth of this sector and demand for highly specialised professionals. Besides that, the fast developments in the field of applied quantitative genetics need constant investments from the industry and funding agencies to keep up with the latest developments and to consolidate the leading position of the Dutch green industry.’

**What do you want to achieve?**

‘I hope to convince students of the exciting challenges that lie ahead for using the wealth of genetic information currently being generated through advances in sequencing and other omics technologies. We hope to achieve a strong interaction between the breeding industry and the UvA in order to train the next generation of students and offer them attractive career perspectives.’

---

**What is the focus of your special chair?**

‘I have been fascinated by plant viruses since the first lecture (early 1988) on this topic by the late Professor Rob Goldbach, later my PhD supervisor at Wageningen University. In my research chair, I focus on the interplay between plants and plant viruses. How can tiny viruses - often encoding not more than five proteins - carry out all the many complex functions that are needed for their own reproduction and spread and deal with plant defenses at the same time?’

**How does this job connect to your other work?**

‘My other job is vice-president of vegetable crop research at KeyGene. KeyGene is the oldest plant biotech company in the Netherlands, where 150 people work on innovations for the plant breeding industry. I lead the unit responsible for a large part of our business with vegetable seed companies. Since KeyGene is an R&D company, this management job also has a big focus on content, primarily in the development and application of technologies for plant breeding, and involving next-generation sequencing applications for genomic breeding, mutation breeding and computational lead discovery.’

**What is your incentive?**

‘On the professional side, the topic of plant virology relates to the work we do with plant viruses at KeyGene. At the same time, this combination of jobs provides me with the opportunity to “dig deeper” into the basic principles of virus infections in plants without the urgency for short to mid-long term application. A personal motivation is to bring industry and academia closer together. Opportunities for future jobs in industry are typically under-illuminated in our academic curricula, whereas by far the most jobs are available there. I have discovered first-hand how interesting science can be in an industrial setting. In the USA it is very common for experts to flip back and forth between industry and academia, but in Europe we are much more conservative. I think that’s a waste of talent and opportunity and it undermines our competitiveness in the world.’

**What is your main goal?**

‘I aim to gain new insight into the plant-virus interactions. I hope to be able to supervise two or three PhD students and postdocs and bring them to the next level in their professional lives. Also, I want to educate a broader audience of students (and others) in the fascinating world of plant viruses and at the same time be inspiring as an industrial R&D leader for potential future colleagues.’

**What will be your biggest challenge?**

‘Organising my time effectively. Besides the two jobs - which are impossible to fit into a 40 hour week - I want to spend quality time with my family. My wife has a flourishing career as a freelance journalist and it’s important that she also has time to pursue her dreams. We have two young children that we also want to give our best attention. Fitting that all together has been a struggle and likely will continue to be for years to come. Then again, we are not the first to be in this situation and I consider myself extremely fortunate to have the opportunity to pursue it all!’
Research highlights

Research highlight 1: human metabolic road map

What are your chances of developing cancer, diabetes or heart disease? Are they determined just by genes (‘nature’), by what you eat (or smoke) (‘nurture’), or by what you should but don’t do (lifestyle)? In a team of international systems biologists, Hans Westerhoff has drawn up a comprehensive ‘roadmap’ of human metabolism. This biochemical survey can elucidate causes of metabolic disorders and improve the diagnosis and therapy of diseases such as obesity, diabetes and cancer. Determining an individual’s DNA sequence on the basis of a blood, skin or saliva sample is now even cheaper than six months of health care, whilst that DNA sequence persists for a lifetime. By projecting an individual’s particularities onto the map and computing possible flux patterns, potential malfunctions and diseases can be predicted for that individual. This applies to malfunctions that may arise from eating too much or too little of certain types of food, from lifestyle factors or from genetic predisposition. The same procedure can be applied to predict which drug therapies will treat diseases, and to greater effect than most current procedures, if only because they can now target individuals.

Research highlight 2: pH-researcher Gertien Smits

You study the response to environmental changes in yeasts. What do you want to know?

‘I am fascinated by the flexibility of life: living cells all have to meet the same basic requirements, and they can do so in a number of environmental niches, as single cells, or in a multicellular context. How can this balanced network of chemical reactions and molecular interactions be maintained in such a diverse set of conditions?’

What is the most challenging part in this?

‘We have to connect our knowledge and insight at many levels to understand how the biophysics and chemistry of life lead to cells and organisms that can display specific behaviors in response to specific environments. These networks have evolved into what they are now; they weren’t designed with a specific function in mind. When we try to understand life, we always do so assuming a specific function or role for each adaptation, but we can only assume these to be the ‘why’ the cells have responded to.

Intracellular pH has been gaining more attention in recent years, why is that?

‘It’s a combination of possibility and knowledge. We were convinced that the pH should be constant. The scant data available suggesting this might not be the case may have been at the back of a few people’s minds, but for the general scientific community this was too difficult to fit with generally accepted knowledge. Recent technologies for monitoring pH in living cells are revealing additional conditions that affect pH, and we and others have shown how small changes in pH can affect an entire cell. This is going hand in hand with renewed interest in biochemistry, through systems biology. With all the approaches now using metabolic networks and genome scale analyses, it has become much more feasible to study disease. For instance, changes in pH have been observed in cancer. This needs to be incorporated into our thinking about the causes and development of disease.’

Research highlights

Research highlight 3: MacGillavry Fellow Renée van Amerongen

SILS welcomed Renée van Amerongen in 2013. She is a researcher in Molecular Cytology and works as a MacGillavry Fellow.

What is it like, being a MacGillavry Fellow?

‘So far, so good! I got to set up my own line of independent research, but am still embedded in a larger group, the Molecular Cytology section. My first few months at SILS have been hectic: trying to get our experiments up and running, doing my first bit of teaching, writing applications for grants and permits, managing the transfer of my mice, etc. Everyone at SILS has been very supportive and I enjoy going to work: I was already used to designing and managing my own experiments. Now I also have to focus on building my research team and planning a bigger trajectory for the team. The MacGillavry Fellowship allowed me to hire my first PhD student right at the start of my tenure track, which was great.’

What is the main focus of your research?

‘My team is interested in understanding the development and maintenance of complex, mammalian tissue. How does this work in a three-dimensional context? Specifically, we are focusing on Wnt-responsive stem cells in the mammary gland, which puts us at the exciting interface of stem cell biology and fundamental cancer research.

You’re collaborating with the Dutch Cancer Society?

‘I am funded by a personal fellowship from the Dutch Cancer Society. These fellowships are competitive and I am really excited that they’re continuing to fund fundamental research like mine. There has been a shift in support towards more translational projects, but I am an avid proponent of fundamental research. Hopefully I will get the chance to contribute important basic knowledge about cell growth and differentiation that will ultimately benefit cancer patients, even if it’s much further down the line.’

What would you advise other women who want to become MacGillavry Fellows?

‘Go for it! Those positions are hard to come by. I wish we wouldn’t have to create specific opportunities for women, especially since I don’t think of myself as a female scientist, just as a good and passionate one. If I end up serving as a role model for others along the way, that’s fine by me.’

Research highlight 4: Next Generation Sequencing

In 2013, the MAD Dutch Genomics Service & Support Provider was able to acquire a Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) platform thanks to an ‘Investment Grant NW0 Medium’ awarded by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research. NGS is the latest revolutionary technology in life sciences research, for instance making it possible to determine the entire DNA sequence of bacteria, plants and animals in just days and at relatively low costs. As such, NGS is set to transform life sciences research, particularly research into what are known as non-model organisms.

The Ion Proton system (produced by Life Technologies) was set up last year and is now available for researchers from SILS and other universities as well as for R&D departments in industry. The Ion Proton platform is ideal for sequencing transcriptomes (RNA) and genomes (DNA). Thanks to its patented protocol, it is perfect for small RNA sequencing of any organism. The system currently produces 14 Gbases in ~80 million reads per run of four hours, making it possible to go from library to primary data analysis results in less than 24 hours.'
In the press

‘Routeplanner’ menselijk lichaam brengt revolutie teweeg in geneeskunde

Door: Maarten Keulemans
− 04/03/13, 06:07

Op maat gemaakte diëten ter vervanging van geneesmiddelen. Het einde van de hielprik. Betere kankergeneesmiddelen. Volgens wetenschappers ligt het allemaal in het verschiet, nu systeembiologen voor het eerst een complete biochemische voltooid. We begrijpen nu voor het eerst hoe een mens zichzelf precies maakt uit de voeding die hij tot zich neemt. Hans Westerhoff, hoogleraar systeembiologie

De kaart, die zondagavond werd onthuld in Nature Biotechnology, mag gerust ‘een van de grootste wetenschappelijke doorbraken aller tijden’ heten, vindt hoogleraar systeembiologie Hans Westerhoff. ‘We begrijpen nu voor het eerst hoe een mens zichzelf precies maakt uit de voeding die hij tot zich neemt. Als het DNA een overzicht is van alle huizen, dan is dit de wegenkaart die aangeeft hoe de verkeersstromen kunnen lopen.’

Hele genoom wordt uitgelezen, waarna de stofwisselingskaart erop wordt geprojecteerd. Ieder mens kan dan in theorie zien voor welke ziektes hij parten kunnen gaan spelen, en welke voeding en eventueel medicijnen het meest geschikt zijn om ziektes te voorkomen of te behandelen. ‘Ik verwacht dat we minder afhankelijk zullen worden van medicijnen, en vaker verschuivingen richting bepaalde voeding of activiteiten zullen zien’, zegt hij aanleg heeft, welke tekorten aan welke voedingsstoffen.

Het onderzoeksproject - dat tot 1 oktober 2014 loopt - is een aanvulling op het project Green Forensics
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End-of-Year Awards 2013

**SILS Support Award 2013**

*Amsterdam, January 17th 2014*

Prof. dr. W.J. Stiekema

*Institute director*

*Casper Huijser*

*Best all-round support staff*

**SILS Valorisation Award 2013**

*Amsterdam, January 17th 2014*

Prof. dr. W.J. Stiekema

*Institute director*

*Most successful external fund raiser*

*Rob Schuurink*

Research Day 2013 Awards

**Presentations: 1st Prize: Philipp Savakis (Hellingwerf group)**

'My research focuses on the production of biofuels and chemical feedstock from light, water and CO2 using the cyanobacterium *Synechocystis* sp.'

**Presentations: 2nd Prize: Eva Nanninck (Lucassen group)**

'I investigate how brain structure and function are programmed by stressful early life experiences. Unravelling the mechanisms through which early life stress programs the brain may have clinical implications for the development of treatments to repair or prevent the lasting consequences of early life stress, such as cognitive impairments and increased vulnerability to psychopathology.'

**Posters: 1st Prize: Willemieke Kouwenhoven (Smidt group)**

'I investigate the role of transcription factor Engrailed 1 in the embryonic development of dopaminergic neurons.'

**Posters: 2nd Prize: Pascal Bielefeld (Lucassen group)**

'This study is focused on establishing the role of 5HT3aR in the migration of newborn granule cells in the adult dentate gyrus. We have already shown that this receptor is differentially expressed over the different maturation stages of newborn granule cells, and that a loss of this receptor results in a loss of Reelin secretion and concomitant ectopic localisation of newborn cells. We are currently investigating the exact role of 5HT3aR in this ‘migratory process.’
Interview with Martin Vinck

Martin Vinck received his PhD cum laude in 2013. He also won the Scopus Prize and was awarded an NWO Rubicon Fellowship and a Human Frontiers Science Program Fellowship.

What was your PhD research about?

‘My PhD research dealt with the question of the purpose of brain rhythms, how they are generated, how they couple across brain areas that process different modalities, and how we should quantify coupling between different neuronal oscillators.’

What was your most remarkable finding?

‘We found very pronounced gamma (i.e. fast: 40-90 Hz) oscillations in the barrel (whisking) cortex of awake rats, which are specifically carried by putative fast-spiking basket cells, a type of interneuron. These oscillations have been linked to attention and consciousness in primates but had not yet been observed in this particular brain area. Interestingly, we found these oscillations were not coupled to gamma oscillations in other connected areas, indicating that there is no global pacemaker or network for gamma oscillations and that gamma oscillations have a more local function in the barrel cortex.’

You are now a postdoc at Yale University. What is your research focus?

‘At Yale I will study the primary visual cortex in awake mice. We’ll use a combination of extracellular and intracellular recordings and optogenetics. The goal is to understand the ways in which cortical activity is shaped by different behavioral states like alertness and arousal, and the function of different inhibitory interneurons in shaping pyramidal cell output.’

What is the biggest challenge in your field?

‘Neurophysiology is moving at an extremely rapid pace, both in terms of technological developments (e.g. optogenetics, whole-cell recordings in awake animals) and actual scientific progress. This especially holds for research on the rodent hippocampus or the primary visual cortex, for example. It’s hard to keep up with these developments. Also, neurophysiology is an interdisciplinary science, meaning that it takes a lot of time to develop all the required skills.’

How do you look back on your time at the UvA?

‘I was lucky to be around very knowledgeable and skilled researchers like Jeroen Bos, Jadin Jackson and Francesco Battaglia. These guys taught me lots of hands-on tricks in electrophysiology and animal handling. The Pennartz Lab is unique in the Netherlands in that it is a high-quality rodent electrophysiology lab. The project that Jeroen Bos and I did at the UvA, supervised by Cyriel Pennartz, was extremely challenging, involving recording single units from four different brain areas in task-performing rats, but I learned a lot from it! Plus, Science Park was really a fun place to work, also socially – I miss it!’
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Martin Vinck received his PhD cum laude in 2013. He also won the Scopus Prize and was awarded an NWO Rubicon Fellowship and a Human Frontiers Science Program Fellowship.

What was your PhD research about?

‘My PhD research dealt with the question of the purpose of brain rhythms, how they are generated, how they couple across brain areas that process different modalities, and how we should quantify coupling between different neuronal oscillators.’

What was your most remarkable finding?

‘We found very pronounced gamma (i.e. fast: 40-90 Hz) oscillations in the barrel (whisking) cortex of awake rats, which are specifically carried by putative fast-spiking basket cells, a type of interneuron. These oscillations have been linked to attention and consciousness in primates but had not yet been observed in this particular brain area. Interestingly, we found these oscillations were not coupled to gamma oscillations in other connected areas, indicating that there is no global pacemaker or network for gamma oscillations and that gamma oscillations have a more local function in the barrel cortex.’

You are now a postdoc at Yale University. What is your research focus?

‘At Yale I will study the primary visual cortex in awake mice. We’ll use a combination of extracellular and intracellular recordings and optogenetics. The goal is to understand the ways in which cortical activity is shaped by different behavioral states like alertness and arousal, and the function of different inhibitory interneurons in shaping pyramidal cell output.’

What is the biggest challenge in your field?

‘Neurophysiology is moving at an extremely rapid pace, both in terms of technological developments (e.g. optogenetics, whole-cell recordings in awake animals) and actual scientific progress. This especially holds for research on the rodent hippocampus or the primary visual cortex, for example. It’s hard to keep up with these developments. Also, neurophysiology is an interdisciplinary science, meaning that it takes a lot of time to develop all the required skills.’

How do you look back on your time at the UvA?

‘I was lucky to be around very knowledgeable and skilled researchers like Jeroen Bos, Jadin Jackson and Francesco Battaglia. These guys taught me lots of hands-on tricks in electrophysiology and animal handling. The Pennartz Lab is unique in the Netherlands in that it is a high-quality rodent electrophysiology lab. The project that Jeroen Bos and I did at the UvA, supervised by Cyriel Pennartz, was extremely challenging, involving recording single units from four different brain areas in task-performing rats, but I learned a lot from it! Plus, Science Park was really a fun place to work, also socially – I miss it!’
Grants & awards

Harm Krugers – € 675,000 – ZonMwTop and USA Military

Operational Medicine Research Program grant
Krugers: ‘We study how early life experiences influence brain function and sensitivity of the brain. Early life experiences and the context in which we grow up play an important role in the development of the brain and brain processes related to memory and emotion. With the ZonMw grant that we received with Marian Joels and Casper Hoogenraad (Utrecht University) we want to study how early life experiences affect the mechanisms responsible for learning and storing emotional and other information.’

Johan Westerhuis – Two Metabolomics Society publication awards

Johan Westerhuis received two publication awards from the Metabolomics Society in recognition of his outstanding scientific publications in the journal Metabolomics. Having previously received the Best Paper Award (recognising the most cited paper) for ‘Assessment of PLSDA cross validation’, on a strategy to validate classification models, in 2013 Westerhuis was the recipient of the pre-2013 Paper Award (highest download) for his paper entitled ‘Multivariate paired data analysis: multilevel PLSDA versus OPLS-DA’. This paper demonstrates how clever use of the underlying structure of experimental design data facilitates the interpretation of differences between treatments.

Aniko Koroso: € 228,000 – Meervoud Award
Koroso: ‘The aim of the Meervoud programme is to foster the appointment of more women to assistant professorships. This award provides four years’ salary for me as assistant professor, securing my position at the UvA thereafter. I will use this grant for a study titled ‘The role of nutritional and epigenetic programming in the early life stress-induced accelerated cognitive decline: relevance for Alzheimer’s disease.’

Stanley Brul and Gertien Smits - TNO grant K€ 240
‘The aim of my research is to understand the adaptive evolution strategies of microbes in dynamic environments through the use of laboratory evolution. Life continuously evolves in dynamic environments. Using mathematical modelling and laboratory evolution experiments extending over a thousand generations, I’ll be exploring how these dynamics shape life.’

Petra Bleeker - € 800,000 - VIDI grant
Bleeker: ‘My research focuses on defence in the wild: from trichome transcriptomes and metabolomes to breeding tools for defence markers in tomatoes. Cultivated tomatoes are hampered in their ability to effectively defend themselves against agricultural pests like insects. In the germplasms of wild-tomato relatives, however, the production of a wide variety of defence-related metabolites results in elevated resistance levels. By identifying specific metabolites and unravelling the genetics behind “green defence” compounds and the way they are regulated in wild ancestors, cultivated tomatoes can be naturally re-armed, reducing the need to use classic insecticides, which have become very controversial.’

Michel Haring – € 3.3 million STW program: ‘Green defence Against Pests’
‘This program aims to find natural and sustainable solutions for defence against plant pests. With the ban on several important pesticides due in 2020, vegetable breeders need to develop new and sustainable resistance mechanisms in their crops. With a focus on tomatoes and bell peppers, ten companies and six university groups have joined forces to address this issue. The STW GAP programme applies metabolomics, transcriptomics and genomics techniques to discover novel defensive metabolites. The identification of the genes involved allows targeted breeding of resistant crops.’

Stanley Brul and Gertien Smits - TNO grant K€ 240
‘Using TNO’s position in the field of microbial fermentation, host strains, fermentation and metabolic engineering, it has been possible to identify new opportunities for pathway engineering. Fungal metabolite production can be a suitable paradigm for microbial production processes. Our project, titled ‘Synthetic biology for fungal metabolite production’, focuses on organic acids that are industrial fungal metabolites and that play a pivotal role in the fungal core metabolism. This study brings together an extensive amount of published data. Several of the core processes of the pathway remain poorly understood, including compartmentalisation, transport and the presence of parallel (redundant) pathways. A systems biology approach will enable us to gain a more detailed insight into the generic processes related to the core metabolism, which is relevant not only for synthetic (rational) strain design, but also for understanding universal aspects of the core metabolism, which is present in all eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms.’

Filipe Branco dos Santos - K€ 250 - VENI Grant
‘The aim of my research is to understand the adaptive evolution strategies of microbes in dynamic environments through the use of laboratory evolution. Life continuously evolves in dynamic environments. Using mathematical modelling and laboratory evolution experiments extending over a thousand generations, I’ll be exploring how these dynamics shape life.’
Jeroen B. van der Steen
The general stress response of Bacillus subtilis
SILS carried out several projects as part of the Amsterdam Economic Board’s Green Life Sciences Hub Icon programme: Green Innovation Counter, Green Forensics and Traceability of horticultural products based on stable isotope composition.

Green Innovation Counter

SILS carried out a number of projects as part of the Amsterdam Economic Board’s Green Life Sciences Hub Icon programme. Green Forensics, Origin Tracing and Green Student Lab were three projects that received funding from the province of North-Holland or from EFRD (European Fund for Regional Development) grants. The Green Innovation Counter was initiated by Prof. Michel Haring (SILS Plant Physiology) to stimulate innovation in the ornamental crop sector (flowers and potted plants) and aims to connect scientists working in the green life sciences to companies seeking to innovate in their product development (mostly plant breeding tools). The Green Innovation Counter offers companies free advice on their research and facilitates pilot projects in which companies can use SILS facilities to conduct experiments and explore the suitability of new techniques for their innovation projects. In 2013, six small enterprises participated in this programme: Dekker Chrysanten, CornBak, Agriom, Anthura, Sande and Blom Palmen. Projects focused on the generation of DNA markers for desirable traits, for example, and on the use of tissue culture techniques for crop improvement. Several projects have already resulted in technology transfer, whilst others will require further research by the participating companies. Having secured funding from the province of North-Holland and the Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce, this project will continue in 2014.

Green Forensics: using next-generation sequencing to detect fraud in the green sector

Creating a new plant variety for the consumer market takes a considerable R&D effort and an investment of at least several years. When plant breeders develop a new plant variety with unique characteristics, they can turn to the Naktuinbouw (Netherlands Inspection Service for Horticulture) centre of expertise to acquire breeders’ rights for the variety, thereby formally protecting their investments against illegal cultivation by other parties. If there is a suspicion of a breach of these rights, breeders can apply to Naktuinbouw to conduct a DNA test to determine the relatedness of the suspect varieties. Work on improving existing DNA profiling techniques for the determination of genetic distinctness is currently being done by SILS researchers from the MAD Dutch Genomics Service and Support Provider, as part of the Green Forensics project. The project aims to set up a new DNA profiling technique based on next-generation sequencing (NGS) of whole plant genomes. For proof of principle this approach has to be cost-effective, generally applicable and more accurate than current DNA techniques in terms of resolution and representation of the whole genome. The project will develop a generic protocol that could eventually be applied to all crops, regardless of genome complexity, ploidy and heterozygosity. For each of the five market-relevant species selected for this project, a genome reference database will be created to enable reliable discrimination of plant varieties using NGS-based DNA profiling.

The Green Forensics project is a collaboration between SILS, Naktuinbouw and the Amsterdam Chamber of Commerce and is funded by the Amsterdam Economic Board/PRES. Set to run from 2013 to 2016, the first year will focus on developing the new method and testing the databases. The project draws on expertise in molecular biology, NGS technology, bioinformatics and statistics at SILS. In the final year, the focus will shift to transferring the acquired knowledge through the implementation of the newly developed method at Naktuinbouw.

Traceability of horticultural products based on stable isotope composition

In April 2013, a project investigating the geographical origin of bell peppers, titled ‘Traceability of horticultural products based on stable isotope composition’, was launched in a partnership between the UvA, VU University Amsterdam, Helderman Peppers and Naktuinbouw. As SILS Green Life Sciences projects, it is subsidised by the EFRD and the Amsterdam Economic Board. The EU is the largest exporter and second largest importer of agricultural products worldwide – a world that is seeing increasing demand from consumers for guarantees regarding the labelling and origin of their food, partly as a result of recent food scandals. Most foods bear the fingerprint of the environment in which they were produced; that is, the stable isotopic composition of elements from which a plant is built. This fingerprint depends on regional geological and climatic patterns, leading to a direct correlation between regional geochemical and climatic factors and the properties of locally produced food. Many elements have ‘heavy’ and ‘light’ versions or isotopes, depending on the number of neutrons in the nucleus. In the EFRD Traceability project, isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) was used to link the isotopic composition of the water and the lipid composition present in fruit and vegetables to regional differences between products from different locations. This was done using isotopic maps of the regional water isotope composition showing natural isotope variation in hydrogen and oxygen. These isotope profiles can then be linked to the isotopic composition of a product from a certain region and a map can be created to trace the origin of that product.

The first results of this project have revealed that the oxygen isotope profiles of the water in bell peppers show significant differences between those grown in Egypt and the Netherlands. The isotopic composition of bell peppers could be linked directly to the isotopic composition of the irrigation water, proving IRMS a promising tool for agricultural product traceability. This method will be developed further in collaboration with Naktuinbouw, with the final objective of the project being to offer origin determination as a service to Dutch bell pepper growers and traders.
Interview with Klaas Hellingwerf in the series ‘UvA in the Spotlight’

Despite occasional accusations of it being a left-wing plot and the unfounded ramblings of soft-brained scientists, few today would deny that global warming and resource depletion are serious challenges facing our planet. Built on two centuries of cheaply available fossil fuels, the global industrial economy runs the risk of falling victim to its own success as it seeks to wean itself off its dependency on carbon-emitting fuels while at the same time relentlessly pursuing economic growth. As if that weren’t enough, alarmingly high levels of atmospheric carbon coupled with the impending effects of ‘peak oil’ have necessitated the search for clean, renewable energy in the form of biofuels and solar power.

Initially hailed as viable alternatives, these energy sources have, however, proven to be less effective in terms of cost and efficiency than was hoped. Illustrating the law of unintended consequences, a number of biofuels have actually caused a spike in food prices, as agricultural land and crops are increasingly diverted for use in the biofuels industry. A truly clean and abundant energy source, it would seem, continues to elude us.

Or does it?

According to two of the UvA’s brightest minds, a simple prokaryotic microorganism might be the answer to one of the world’s most complex issues. Known as cyanobacteria, these primordial microorganisms have the same photosynthetic abilities as plants and can be found in almost every terrestrial and aquatic environment on earth. Indeed, so convinced are UV researchers Klaas Hellingwerf and Joost Teixeira de Mattos of cyanobacteria’s prospects as a source of clean energy, that – together with the University of Amsterdam – they have formed their own start-up company to develop and market this simple, yet effective type of algae.

In the December issue of ‘UvA in the Spotlight’, we speak to Klaas Hellingwerf, professor of General Microbiology at the Faculty of Science about bacteria, climate change and the possibility of clean energy.

Cyanobacteria can be found in most aquatic environments. Could you tell us more about the Photanol concept?

‘Photanol offers a viable, clean and efficient alternative to current fossil fuels and biofuels by harnessing the photosynthetic power of cyanobacteria. Since the industrial revolution, the world has become dependent on a finite amount of fossil fuels, such as oil and coal, for use in transport and production of bulk chemicals in industry. Over the last two centuries, these fossil fuels have, however, managed to disturb the earth’s carbon cycle, leading to an increase in atmospheric CO2, with global warming and climate change as a direct result. Although recent times have seen the emergence of cleaner fossil alternatives, these sources of energy are not only complex to produce, but also wasteful and inefficient. At Photanol, a start-up created by my colleague and me in 2008/9, we’ve taken a more biological approach through cyanobacteria. Within the field of biotechnology, E. coli and Saccharomyces, a yeast, are some of the most widely used organisms used in the manufacture of pharmaceutical and industrial products, such as washing powder enzymes and bulk plastics. The enzymes and biomolecules made by these organisms can, however, also be produced by cyanobacteria.

Better still, cyanobacteria use only sunlight and CO2 to produce the same products as E. coli and Saccharomyces, which need sugars. When one considers the abundance of CO2 and decreasing amount of agricultural space to grow plants that will provide these sugars, cyanobacteria are a very clean and cost-efficient alternative.

You’ve mentioned the increase in fracking activities in the US. Do you think that shale gas might be an answer to the world’s energy needs?

‘Quite the opposite. Shale gas, in my opinion, is an absolute disaster in the light against climate change. If you closely examine shale gas fracking in its current form, you’ll see that the costs far outweigh the pros. Hydraulic fracturing (fracking) is dependent on large amounts of water, an increasingly scarce commodity, especially in agriculture. If more water is needed for fracking, a conflict of interests will arise between energy and agriculture. Moreover, fracking has been known to contaminate water supplies, on which all living matter depends. Also alarming is the appalling wastefulness of the fracking process. During fracking, only about 50 per cent of the gas that gets mined is actually captured, while the rest ends up in the atmosphere. Gas of course, consists of methane, which is a 20-fold more potent greenhouse gas than CO2. If atmospheric methane concentrations continue to increase as a result of fracking, the outcome might turn out to be quite unpleasant.

Are you the first to do so?

‘Strictly speaking, no. The first to suggest the possibility of using cyanobacteria as a source for producing alcohol were two Canadian researchers, who published their idea in the 1990s. Despite the initial excitement following their article, nothing more was heard for several years. In 2008, we took a closer look at the idea and realised that instead of alcohol we could also genetically modify cyanobacteria to produce other energy carriers, including butanol, lactic acid and acetone. We then immediately set about patenting our idea, which enabled us to create a commercial spin-off. Since then, this spin-off has been the catalyst for further research and development.’

When do you hope to bring your product to the market?

‘After forming Photanol and safeguarding our intellectual ownership over a number of products, we immediately went about proving that these products could indeed be manufactured within a laboratory setting. Once our hypothesis had been successfully confirmed, we were awarded a grant in 2010 to build a pilot plant at the Faculty of Science (Science Park 904 – ed.), which was recently completed. Now that this infrastructure is operational, our next step will be to increase the scale and efficiency of the production process to such an extent that our product becomes commercially viable. To do so, we’ll need to expand our floor area from its current 60 square metres to about a hectare. Despite a number of growing pains, we’re confident that we’ll manage to do so in the near future.’

Aside from biofuels, are there any other products you might be able to produce using cyanobacteria?

‘When we received our grant in 2010, the world was experiencing an unprecedented surge in the price of oil and natural gas. Faced with the prospect of depleting oil resources and increasing energy consumption, the government encouraged investment in the biofuels industry, which was an incentive to us at the time to continue focusing on cyanobacteria-based energy carriers. Since then, the global energy landscape has shifted once again. Recent events such as the drop in oil price and the surge in fracking activities in the US have forced us to also think of other alternative products that could be synthesised using cyanobacteria. Within the field of biotechnology, E. coli and Saccharomyces, a yeast, are some of the most widely used organisms used in the manufacture of pharmaceutical and industrial products, such as washing powder enzymes and bulk plastics. The enzymes and biomolecules made by these organisms can, however, also be produced by cyanobacteria.
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- ‘Photanol offers a viable, clean and efficient alternative to current fossil fuels and biofuels by harnessing the photosynthetic power of cyanobacteria.
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PhD in the spotlight: Niek Wit

On 1 July, Niek Wit (b. 1984) was awarded a doctorate by the University of Amsterdam (UvA). His research at the Netherlands Cancer Institute (NKI) and the Swammerdam Institute for Life Sciences (SILS) examined damage tolerance mechanisms in DNA damage. He found that in mammals, including humans, this mechanism is more complex than had previously been thought.

What did you research?

‘I looked at damaged DNA. External factors such as UV rays or cigarette smoke, can inflict so much damage on DNA that it can no longer replicate properly, which ultimately can cause cancer. Fortunately, there are special proteins, known as TLS polymerases, which temporarily allow replication to continue. I looked at how the TLS polymerase pol works. We already knew that in yeast cells this material is always regulated by the PCNA-Ub protein complex. Our lab bred mice in which that protein complex could no longer be made. You would expect those mutated mice to also be unable to make polk. But when damaged by the cancer medication MMS it turned out that they still could, just less efficiently. When the DNA damage came from other sources such as cigarette smoke, they couldn’t produce it anymore. So it seems that polk regulation in mammals, including humans, doesn’t just depend on the protein complex, as it does in yeast cells.’

Will those findings help in cancer treatment?

‘Absolutely. The more we found out about how TLS polymerases work, the better we can treat cancer. Radiation treatments and many cancer drugs cause damage to DNA. Because tumours sometimes lack DNA repair mechanisms, medication will kill those cells more quickly than healthy cells. We now know that we can also make potential cancer cells more sensitive to DNA damage by blocking the formation of PCNA-Ub, or specific TLS polymerases, or both. We also know that this only works for certain types of DNA damage. More research is needed into other types of DNA damage.

Will you be pursuing that research?

‘I’m going to continue to cancer research but in a different area. As of 1 June, I have a post-doc position working with the researcher KJ Patel at the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology in Cambridge, on the regulation of DNA repair. Fortunately, my head of department had advised me to start looking for a new job more than a year before I was due to receive my doctorate. When KJ Patel gave a presentation at Leiden University last summer, I gave him my CV. Many months later, I was offered the position. The MRC is a renowned institution and they have their pick of applicants. When I heard just after Christmas that I’d been offered a place, I already had other applications in progress in Copenhagen and a few other cities in the UK such as Birmingham. I cancelled all of those.’

Was it a coincidence that you had applied for so many positions in the UK?

‘No, I’ve always loved it there. We used to go there every year on our family holidays. As a student I didn’t have much money to go on holiday, but as a PhD student I went as often as I could. It’s somewhere I have always wanted to live. My new boss said all the Spaniards in his lab complain about the bad weather and the food. I won’t be complaining, as I can’t see any difference to the Netherlands. Another advantage is the high standard of scientific research in the UK, and the MRC is financially robust too. It also has strong links with the University of Cambridge. It will open up so many opportunities for me.’

Author: Carin Röst
Published on the website of the Faculty of Science
17 September 2013

PhD in the spotlight: Clemens Heilmann

Clemens Heilmann (1984) was awarded his doctorate degree at the UvA on 15 February. During his research at the Swammerdam Institute for Life Sciences (SILS) he mapped out the cell wall of the pathogenic Candida fungus. This information will make it easier to detect this fungus and, hence, to eliminate it.

What was the most remarkable result produced by your research?

‘The cell wall proteome of the Candida fungus is more stable than we thought, which makes the fungus easier to detect. The cell wall of Candida albicans contains dozens of proteins. Until now, we had always thought that these proteins varied all the time because the circumstances of the fungus – for example, whether or not it is growing – determine which type of proteins it produces. I made use of mass spectrometry, a technique that can be used to identify molecules, to look at the proteins and discovered that five proteins on the cell wall and seven secreted proteins outside of it are always present. These permanent proteins can therefore be used to detect Candida.’

Is the fungus dangerous?

‘Candida poses no imminent danger to healthy people. Around 80% of the human population is colonized by Candida. The fungus nestles itself in the mucous membranes – in the mouth, the intestines and the skin, for example. It can, for instance, cause vaginal infections. However, Candida can pose a serious threat to people with low immune status, such as intensive care patients. It can enter the blood stream and cause death within a week. At present it takes two to three days to detect the fungus. Accelerating the detection process will increase a patient’s chances of survival. Perhaps a vaccine will be developed that focuses on the permanent proteins I discovered. There are medicines available to fight Candida, but the advantage of a drug or vaccine aimed at the cell wall is that it has very few side effects because humans cells have no cell walls.’

Did you enjoy conducting this research?

‘One of the things I enjoyed most was being part of the FINsysB network. This is a network of European research groups specialised in fungal infections. Every year I also attended several international conferences, and researchers from other universities in the network came here to work with our mass spectrometry equipment, which is of very high quality. I contributed to their research, and in exchange I became co-author on their papers. All of this was tremendously helpful. Of course, there were also times when I wanted to throw everything out of the window. When that happens, the trick is not to give up and just keep going.’

What will you be doing next?

‘I may continue to do research on fungi, but I am also interested in the industrial side of the discipline. The research is being continued at the other universities in the network, so if I choose another path my results will still form the basis of extended research. The Netherlands was a great place to gain international work experience and I enjoyed my stay here very much, but I will probably return to Germany or move to another country nearby, such as Switzerland. I miss the good bread and the mountains.’

Author: Carin Röst
Published on the website of the Faculty of Science
17 February 2013
Chapter 3: Research programme: Systems Biology of the Living Cell
Molecular Biology and Microbial Food Safety

Prof. S. Brul Chairholder
Dr. J.C. van der Spek Assistant Professor
Dr. G.J. Smits Assistant Professor
Dr. Y. Budovskaya McGillivray fellow (tenure track Assistant Professor)
Dr. B. Ter Kuile Researcher Dutch Food & Drug Authority (VWA)
Dr. J.P.P.M. Smelt Guest researcher (former Unilever senior Scientist)
Dr. F.M. Klis Senior scientist (former Associate Professor)
Prof. S.M. van Ham Special Chair

In 2013 we capitalized on our analysis of stress response of microorganisms to the benefit of strengthening our molecular physiological understanding of their reaction against adverse environments.

Research highlights

► Our studies on Candida albicans have been very successful and led to two theses by now Dr. Alice Sorgo and Dr. Clemens Heilmann. Their work concluded the FINSysB Integrated Training Network contribution of our department together with the department of Mass Spectrometry of Biomacromolecules (prof. de Koster) and provided a framework for current trials on vaccine development against Candida albicans. In addition it shed further light on antymycotic and environmental (low pH, low iron) stress resistance and laid a foundation for the successful application of Dr. Karin Strijbis for an International Incoming Marie-Curie Fellowship (see below). We aim in this project at consolidating our basic understanding of the Candida wall structure and function as well as enter into new collaborations that focus on the role of Candida in host microbe interactions that determine intestinal health. The conclusion of the two PhD projects by Sorgo and Heilmann under supervision of senior scientist (former associate professor) Dr. Frans Klis marked the end of his long career. This was celebrated with an honorary symposium with over 100 guests in attendance, six scientific lectures from scientists trained by Frans now active in academia and industry, and featuring Prof. Dr. Neil Gow from the University of Aberdeen (UK) as a keynote speaker.

► Our basic understanding of the molecular physiological basis of yeast stress response to low environmental pH mediated by weak organic acids was given a new boost by the appointment of a new PhD student and leveraged in a new PhD project funded by TNO-Zeist. The latter aims at understanding fungal stress response to organic acids, specifically itaconic acid, in biotechnological production settings of these industrial natural building blocks.

► Our bacterial studies on the physiology of antibiotic resistance, funded by the Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority (NVWA), has resulted in 4 published papers (see illustration 1). This line of research emphasizes the molecular physiological quantitative aspects and yields results of fundamental scientific interest as well as useful for policy making at the NVWA. Furthermore we continued our successful collaboration with the Mass Spectrometry of Biomacromolecules group and the Molecular Cytology group at the Van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy (LCAM). This led to the establishment of an innovative live-imaging analysis system with annexed image analysis, ‘Sporo Tracker’ that is now fully operative and was used for analysis of Bacillus subtilis vegetative cells and spores as a case study. The work was done in the framework of the STW project Targeted Inhibition of Bacterial Spores as well as a company funded project on the presence of putative antimicrobial compounds in tea (Plos One paper Pandey et al. and Food Microbiology subject to minor revision). Dr. Jan Smelt was instrumental in the statistical analyses. In collaboration with the Mass Spectrometry group of prof. de Koster we have identified the main components of the bacterial spore coat in organisms ranging from food spoilers (Bacillus subtilis) to medically infectious/toxigenic (Bacillus cereus and Clostridium difficile) and reported on it in the Journal of Proteome Research (see illustration 2). The data was extended with studies on spore coat protein cross-links and proposed for publication in Food Microbiology (under revision).

Again host-microbe interaction spin-off analysis is foreseen in a renewed EU project proposal that is to be submitted in 2014. Initial spin-off already matured in a study on the use of Bacilli as food source for the simple multicellular eukaryotic model organisms Caenorhabditis elegans. McGillivray fellow Yelena Budovskaya showed that indeed B. subtilis may be used for this purpose and sustains a longer life-span. Meanwhile B. subtilis has been made usable for RNA-interference approaches in C. elegans. Finally, in collaboration with Dr. Erik Manders at LCAM and Prof. Dr. Winnok de Vos from Ghent University a highly innovative tool for the visualization of mitochondrial morphology in the normal and stressed state in C. elegans was set up (see illustration 3). We continue to use the nematode in eukaryote energy stress studies as a multicellular model.

► In 2013, 20 peer reviewed publications appeared, 3 PhD theses were defended and close to 10 lectures on invitation (amongst others a main ‘Spoilers’ congress, a Beilstein symposium and the Yeast Physiology meeting) were delivered by group members. We maintained our size at ~15-20 permanent and temporary staff members and provided internships to more than 15 bachelor and master students. We appointed a new research and teaching technician as well as host a new lecturer molecular biology practice who is fully funded from educational funds.

► Finally, our research led to new project grants from the Erasmus Mundus cooperation windows with South Africa and China. In addition we attracted funds from TNO-Zeist that cover a 4th year of one of the new PhD students as well as a fungal metabolism and (weak organic) acid production PhD project with questions in stress resistance. In collaboration with Leendert Hamao from the Bacterial Cell Biology group an EU Marie-Curie reintegratio grant was awarded and with post-doc Karin Strijbis from MIT a Marie-Curie International Incoming Fellowship was granted. Karin Strijbis also had an offer from Utrecht University with whom we now aim at executing the proposed work.

► We are evaluating a dual role of Wnt signaling pathway during aging in Caenorhabditis elegans, by utilizing RNA-sequencing technique to analyze gene expression changes in various components of Wnt signaling pathway mutants and wild type worms during aging. We discovered that over-activation of the Wnt signaling pathway during aging leading to metabolic changes that are highly resemble Warburg syndrome that preceding development of cancer and other age-related diseases.

► We developed expression system that allows expressing C. elegans dsRNA in non-pathogenic bacteria, Bacillus subtilis. This methodology would be instrumental in our future endeavors to identified pathways involved in regulation of aging in C. elegans via organismal interaction with gut microbiome.

► We are developing a better tools to characterize changes in organismal physiology (health) during natural aging in C. elegans. We established valuable collaborations with AMC and FOM Institute AMOLF in Amsterdam, as well as Virginia Commonwealth University in USA to use metabolomics, behavior assays, and high-resolution video microscopy to characterize how worm ages and how mutations in Wnt signaling pathway effect this process.

Research programme: Systems Biology of the Living Cell
Future prospects and societal impact

► The group aims at a continued leveraging of its fundamental research with the application areas sustainability and human health. The fundamental understanding of intracellular pH signal transduction and its central role in cellular physiology (Laura Deleu, Eda) will be coupled to the physiology of industrial fermentation. The newly hired PhD student (Abeer Hossain) in the unit of Dr. Gertien Smits builds on the work done by our former PhD students A. Ullah and Rick Orij. We leverage this focus in the area of sustainability in studies with a spin-off towards the production of industrial building blocks together with TNO, as well as in studies focusing on microbial food stability and safety with respectively industry and the Dutch Food and Consumer Products Safety Authority (VWA). The intracellular pH is a proxy for cellular stress resistance. Knowledge of stress resistance can be deployed both to enhance growth in fermentation (projects with TNO) as well as to inhibit growth with weak organic acid food preservatives (projects with Unilever, Friesland Campina and TNO) or antibiotics (VWA project). Intracellular pH is also a key marker of bacterial spores from food spoilage Bacilli regaining physiological activity. We will continue our work on cold-growth of the spore forming pathogen Bacillus weihenstephanensis in the framework of a FES sponsored project, Nanonext. The capability to respond to a weak organic acid preservative depends on their ability to enter (germinating) spores as well as the thermal pre-treatment of spores. Against this background our group collaborates with the proteomics group and will continue to analyze the spore coat layer structure through joint PhD students. In addition we aim at deploying our newly developed live imaging spore germination and outgrowth tracking system SporeTracker which is able to analyze at single cell level the dynamics of intracellular pH. Thus population heterogeneity in stress response will be addressed. Finally we will continue to deploy our insight in cellular physiology of single celled organisms in its interaction with and extension to multicellular eukaryotes. Our knowledge of the Candida albicans yeast cell wall will be deployed through an IIF-Marie Curie fellow where the focus is on Candida and its interaction with a host in collaboration with the University Utrecht and the AMC. In the simple eukaryote model, Caenorhabditis elegans, we focus on the role of mitochondria in its homeostasis, as well as its perturbation, in situations where anti-HIV medication is administered, and in the ageing organism. The innovative tool for in vivo visualization and quantification of mitochondrial morphology in C. elegans that was set up will be deployed in further analyses focused on anti-HIV medication and alleviation of its side effects.
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Future prospects and societal impact

► The group aims at a continued leveraging of its fundamental research with the application areas sustainability and human health. The fundamental understanding of intracellular pH signal transduction and its central role in cellular physiology (Laura Deleu, Eda) will be coupled to the physiology of industrial fermentation. The newly hired PhD student (Abeer Hossain) in the unit of Dr. Gertien Smits builds on the work done by our former PhD students A. Ullah and Rick Orij. We leverage this focus in the area of sustainability in studies with a spin-off towards the production of industrial building blocks together with TNO, as well as in studies focusing on microbial food stability and safety with respectively industry and the Dutch Food and Consumer Products Safety Authority (VWA). The intracellular pH is a proxy for cellular stress resistance. Knowledge of stress resistance can be deployed both to enhance growth in fermentation (projects with TNO) as well as to inhibit growth with weak organic acid food preservatives (projects with Unilever, Friesland Campina and TNO) or antibiotics (VWA project). Intracellular pH is also a key marker of bacterial spores from food spoilage Bacilli regaining physiological activity. We will continue our work on cold-growth of the spore forming pathogen Bacillus weihenstephanensis in the framework of a FES sponsored project, Nanonext. The capability to respond to a weak organic acid preservative depends on their ability to enter (germinating) spores as well as the thermal pre-treatment of spores. Against this background our group collaborates with the proteomics group and will continue to analyze the spore coat layer structure through joint PhD students. In addition we aim at deploying our newly developed live imaging spore germination and outgrowth tracking system SporeTracker which is able to analyze at single cell level the dynamics of intracellular pH. Thus population heterogeneity in stress response will be addressed. Finally we will continue to deploy our insight in cellular physiology of single celled organisms in its interaction with and extension to multicellular eukaryotes. Our knowledge of the Candida albicans yeast cell wall will be deployed through an IIF-Marie Curie fellow where the focus is on Candida and its interaction with a host in collaboration with the University Utrecht and the AMC. In the simple eukaryote model, Caenorhabditis elegans, we focus on the role of mitochondria in its homeostasis, as well as its perturbation, in situations where anti-HIV medication is administered, and in the ageing organism. The innovative tool for in vivo visualization and quantification of mitochondrial morphology in C. elegans that was set up will be deployed in further analyses focused on anti-HIV medication and alleviation of its side effects.

Other highlights

► S. Brul: FEMS representative of the Dutch Society for Microbiology as of 2009; Chair of the Dutch Institute for BioScience; editor Elsevier’s Food Microbiology & Biomed. Research International; TNO & SILS investment in the Bio-based economy; Continuation of STW project TIBS and successful FES project Nanonext with Manders and de Koster group; Erasmus Mundus grants to support the work on novel antimicrobials for medical use with the AMC (Bas Zaai); EM. Klis: Editor Eukaryotic Cell, FEMS Yeast Research, Yeast.
► F.M. Klis: Editor Eukaryotic Cell, FEMS Yeast Research, Yeast.

Venn diagram of conserved superfamly domains in the identified spore coat and exosporium proteins from B. subtilis, B. cereus ATCC 14579 and Clostridium difficile 630.

A total of 148 superfamly domain were assigned to coat protein identified from the three species listed. The numbers correspond to the superfamly domains from the identified proteins. Eleven superfamly domains common to the three organisms were identified and are listed in the box.

In vivo visualization and quantification of mitochondrial morphology in C. elegans

A. Preparation of the MatTek glass bottomed petri dishes. 1. Pipette 120µL of an M9 worm suspension into a glass bottomed well. 2. Cover the well with a cover slip. B. Region of interest (red). Align the focal center just behind the clearly distinguishable area of the posterior bulb (yellow). C. Boxplot comparing selected metrics per condition (files): Area, Circularity & Entropy. D. Heatmap obtained after analysis of a set of images from C. elegans worms treated with different chemical compounds or RNAi. The columns represent different features of mitochondrial shape and intensity as well as image texture and the rows represent the different treatments. On the right, representative images are shown for the most dominant phenotypical patterns of mitochondrial networks (normal, complex, fragmented). Smith et al., Mitochondrial Methods, Elsevier (in press).

In collaboration with Dr. Erik Manders (LCAM) and prof. Dr. Winnok de Vos (Ghent University).

Schematic model summarizing the main metabolic consequences of amoxicillin resistance in E. coli.

In drug-exposed resistant cells, gene expression of alternative electron acceptors (frdABCD, narGHJI, and dmsABC) is induced, indicating a partial switch in metabolism from aerobic to anaerobic. Depletion of NADH may counter the elevated NADH-dependent superoxide production via the electron transport chain that was proposed by Kohanski and coworkers as a common mechanism of cell death induced by bactericidal antibiotics (20). Metabolic changes in amoxicillin-resistant cells include a suppressed SOS response compared to sensitive cells, regardless of the presence or absence of amoxicillin. Resistance is further enhanced by a mutation in the promoter region of ampC, resulting in increased expression of the 8-lactamase (taken from Handel et al. Antimicrob. Agents Chemother. 2013).
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In collaboration with Dr. Erik Manders (LCAM) and prof. Dr. Winnok de Vos (Ghent University).
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Brul, S. (05 March 2013). Functional genomics for optimal food preservation; Bacillus subtilis spore germination and outgrowth as a case study. Microbial spoilers in food, Quimper, France.

Brul, S. (03 April 2013). Modelling the rate of antibiotic resistance between E. coli strains cultured under well controlled environmental conditions. Paris, France. 8th International Congress Predictive Food Microbiology.


Smits, G.J. (15 December 2013). The simplest signal: proteon as second messengers controlling cell division rate and more. Kluver Colloquium Series, Delft University.

Smits, G.J. (05 November 2013). pH signaling to control growth and stress adaptation. Groningen Biomolecular Sciences and Biotechnology Institute, Groningen.
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Brul, S. (05 July 2013). Omics steered risk assessment of food spoilage; Bacillus subtilis spore germination and outgrowth as a case study. Microbial spoilers in food, Quimper, France.

Brul, S. (15 September 2013). Modelling the rate of transfer of antibiotic resistance between E. coli strains cultured under well controlled environmental conditions. Paris, France. 8th International Congress Predictive Food Microbiology.


Smits, G.J. (15 December 2013). The simplest signal: proteon as second messengers controlling cell division rate and more. Kluver Colloquium Series, Delft University.

Smits, G.J. (05 November 2013). pH signaling to control growth and stress adaptation. Groningen Biomolecular Sciences and Biotechnology Institute, Groningen.
The impact that microbes have on life on Earth, and indeed on the Earth itself, has been well-recognized for many decades. The activity of microorganisms is seen not only at the global levels of evolution, the cycles of elements, ecological interactions and so on, but also in the direct effects on human life, both for better and for worse, through each person’s microbiome. Our knowledge about the biochemistry and physiology of some microbial species is extensive but in most cases, however, only descriptive and qualitative. Further understanding of the impressive potential of microbes to adapt, proliferate and survive under a vast range of conditions, demands a quantitative and systems-analytical approach. This is even more so when it comes either to combating the adverse properties of microbes or to applying their many beneficial capacities, that is, transforming fundamental insights of microbes or to applying their many beneficial roles, that is, transforming fundamental insights of microbes or to applying their many beneficial roles, into applications. The Molecular Microbial Physiology Group has integrated the biochemical and biophysical properties of signal transduction and metabolic networks that function in fermentation, respiration and oxygenic photosynthesis, with physiological strategies for survival and growth. This integrative cellular approach goes hand in hand with studies on specific (sub)molecular events (e.g. in proteins involved in light sensing or the regulatory role of electron carriers in the redox chemistry of chemotrophic cells). Our work aims at furthering understanding of how their specific lifestyle endows microbes with the capacity to successfully cope with often severely-changing environments. The broad diversity among micro-organisms, and the genetic and physiological differences between them, makes it worthwhile to focus research on more than a single species. For this reason we have selected for our studies both a chemo-heterotrophic organism - the industrially relevant lactic acid bacterium Lactococcus lactis - and the model organism for studies in oxygenic photosynthesis: Synechocystis PCC6803. Both organisms are highly relevant for the transition of our society towards a bio-based economy.

Growing cyanobacterial cell factories under well-controlled photoautotrophic conditions.

**Research highlights**

- In our work on the systems biology of the two most prominent prokaryotic model organisms, i.e. Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis, a number of research lines have been/will be completed with successful thesis defenses, i.e. those of Drs. Sharma, Van der Steen and Borirak. In the former a consistent description of the role of redox chemistry in the regulation of the anaerobiosis transition could be formulated. Orawan Borirak has completed a project in which application of a range of omics techniques has allowed her to compile a list of genes that are subject to post-transcriptional regulation in one of the best-studied environmental responses of E. coli: carbon catabolite repression. This gene list is a rich source of information for the discovery of new regulatory processes in E. coli.

- The light-dependency of the environmental stress response of Bacillus subtilis has been exploited to provide a bottom-up systems biology description of this aspect of the organisms’ physiology, in which the consequences of altering sub-molecular detail in a photosensory receptor can be read-out through the organisms’ physiological responses.

- Drs. R. Hertzberger has successfully completed her studies of the aerobic physiology of the anaerobic, but aerotolerant and homolactic lactic acid bacterium Lactobacillus johnsonii. This bacterium produces high levels of hydrogen peroxide via two – newly identified - proteins that are essential for the organisms’ aero-tolerance. Furthermore, growth of the organism is dependent on a supply of CO₂ and acetate. In the absence of an external source for these nutrients the pyruvate oxidase pathway can provide them, but only if O₂ is present.

- Stability of production strains is often a major bottleneck in biotechnological applications. We have initiated a proof-of-principle study in which the latter will be tackled from a radically different angle. Based on the analysis of genome-scale metabolic models, we are resorting to metabolic engineering to achieve metabolic networks in which produce- and biomass formation is tightly coupled. This is followed by evolution experiments in which cells are selected for higher growth rates. This will on one hand result in a strain that produces a product much faster, but ultimately, will also shed light on the factors limiting growth rate in Synechocystis PCC6803. Within the framework of this project we have been able to secure additional funds to re-sequence the genome of 40 evolved isolates of Synechocystis (ZonMW Enabling Technologies Grant). The light-dependency of the environmental stress response of Bacillus subtilis has been exploited to provide a bottom-up systems biology description of this aspect of the organisms’ physiology, in which the consequences of altering sub-molecular detail in a photosensory receptor can be read-out through the organisms’ physiological responses.

- For a varied spectrum of biofuel products and chemical commodities proof of principle has now been provided that these products can be synthesized from sunlight and CO₂ with Synechocystis PCC6803 and our ‘Photanol’ approach. This has shifted attention in the BioSolar Cell projects to the factors that govern distribution of the fixed carbon over the product vs. new cell. With lactate as the model substrate, during the past year we have achieved a ten-fold increase in this partitioning towards product, using a combination of molecular- (i.e. co-factor specificity), genetic- and physiological engineering.
Other highlights

► With the start of this new academic year Dr. Felipe Branco dos Santos has joined our group with his recently acquired NWO-VENI project, in which he aims at quantitatively understanding how dynamic, yet tightly controlled, nutrient feeding regimes in a chemostat can shape the evolution of microorganisms with different strategies of responding to variations in the environment. He will do this using a Systems Biology approach, i.e. his work will iteratively cycle between experimental and theoretical efforts. In essence the initial plan revolves around (i) prolonged cultivations under different regimes; (ii) characterization of evolved cells, and (iii) mathematical modeling of the evolutionary processes, starting off with using Lactococcus lactis as the model organism. Technical challenges that have already been encountered while implementing tightly controlled dynamic feeding regimes have already made it necessary to look for alternative ways to test hypotheses that would be immediately feasible experimentally.

► Prolonged cultivations in (a) photobioreactor(s) are a very suitable alternative for the chemostat since imposing dynamic environments there can be achieved by something as simple as controlling a light-intensity switch. Therefore, the focus in this VENI project will be expanded to include phototrophic bacteria, such as the model organism for oxygenic (i.e. plant-type) photosynthesis Synechocystis PCC 6803.

► In this first phase of the project, significant progress has already been achieved in the implementation of dynamic feeding regimes in both L. lactis and Synechocystis. Beyond that, we are now able to quantitatively predict the evolutionary outcome of selected competition experiments in dynamic environments, which is being used to design the feeding regimes imposed during the prolonged cultivations.

Research aims for the coming year (continued)

► We are expanding our facilities to perform prolonged cultivation experiments in photobioreactors. These can be carried out applying different selection pressures under different cultivation regimes. We will focus on two specific questions at this stage: (i) what are the genetic determinisms limiting growth rate in Synechocystis? (ii) how do different illumination regimes shape the strategies of cells to deal with environmental fluctuations?

► In the upcoming years, we expect to unravel many of the genetic mechanisms underlying the adaptation of both L. lactis and Synechocystis to different environments. Two on-going projects focusing on these phylogenetically distant model organisms have adapted strains to specific feeding regimes and will now move on to the full genome re-sequencing of evolved isolates along with their extensive phylogenetic characterization.
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Bacterial Cell Biology

Dr L. Hamoen
Associate Professor (tenure track towards a full professorship)

Dr T. ten Blaauwen
Associate Professor

The new research group ‘Bacterial Cell Biology’ is rapidly growing with new and exciting projects that deal with morphogenetic protein function, drug efflux and antibiotic screening assay development. Several new members have been appointed using the STW-Vici grant (Terrens Saaki and Michaela Wenzel) and Marie Curie grant (Laura Bohorquez-Suarez) obtained by Leendert Hamoen, and Nils Meiresonne and Pranav Puri were appointed on an ALW-NWO grant and HFSP grant by Tanneke Den Blaauwen. Den Blaauwen’s work is focussed on Gram-negative bacteria, whereas Hamoen is working on Gram-positive bacteria, whereby Bacillus subtilis is the main ‘work horse.’ Bacterial Cell Biology deals with the study of bacteria at the level of the single cell. With the recent advancements in fluorescence light microscopy it became apparent that the bacterial cell is surprisingly complex in its organization. Many proteins are only found at specific regions within the cell, such as at the cell pole, or at the middle of the cell, where division takes place. How this complex organization is achieved is in many cases unclear. One of the processes that we study is cell division. Most of the cell division proteins have been identified, but how exactly they accomplish cytokinesis is largely unknown. Not only is cell division an interesting biological research question, it is also a useful target for the development of novel antibiotics. This is important since the number of novel antibiotics that enter the clinic has dwindled over the last decades, and the development of novel antibiotics is urgent. We use the knowledge emanating from bacterial cell biological research to set up new ways to develop novel antimicrobials.

Research highlights

- Tanneke Den Blaauwen and colleagues showed using image analysis and FRET that the protein machinery involved in bacterial length growth associates temporarily with the protein machinery that is essential for cell division. The interacting surface between FtsQ, FtsL,FtsB essential cell division proteins in E. coli were mapped. This accesses the proteins for in silico docking of small molecule libraries for antibiotic design.

- Leendert Hamoen and colleagues have discovered that the conserved protein WhiA is important for cell division in B. subtilis, Furthermore they have identified different protein interaction domains of the morphogenetic protein DivIVA, and they identified a new membrane anchor for the essential cell division protein FtsZ. In collaboration with the MRC laboratory in Cambridge they have solved the structural domain of this protein (SepF).

Other highlights

- An HSFP grant in collaboration with groups in the UK, Germany and Japan was rewarded to study the activity of the multi-drug efflux pump in E. coli.

- Hamoen: coordinator of two Marie Curie ITN programmes that were awarded in 2012.
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The Z-ring structure will be formed and stabilized to initiate divisome maturation. Simultaneously some elongasome complexes (including at least MurG, MreB and PBP2) move to midcell and synthesize preseptal peptidoglycan. After about 40% of the division cycle the late proteins of the divisome complex begin to increase in concentration at midcell. More PBP3 proteins arrive and compete with PBP2 for peptidoglycan substrate. A mixed situation, in which elongasome and divisome PG synthases are both active, results in the slow decrease in midcell diameter of the cells between 40% and 60% of the division cycle. At 60% of the division cycle the divisome is mature and new cell pole synthesis occurs at a much faster rate. PBP2 is not present in the new cell poles and presumably does not contribute the new cell pole synthesis, although the presence of a minor amount of PBP2 at the leading edge of constriction cannot be excluded van der Ploeg, et al. (2013). Colocalization and interaction between elongasome and divisome during a preparative cell division phase in Escherichia coli.

Model of midcell localization of PBP2 and PBP3 during cell division for cells that are grown with a mass doubling of 85 min. After 20% of the division cycle time FtsZ proteins start to accumulate at midcell. The Z-ring structure will be formed and stabilized to initiate divisome maturation. Simultaneously some elongasome complexes (including at least MurG, MreB and PBP2) move to midcell and synthesize preseptal peptidoglycan. After about 40% of the division cycle the late proteins of the divisome complex begin to increase in concentration at midcell. More PBP3 proteins arrive and compete with PBP2 for peptidoglycan substrate. A mixed situation, in which elongasome and divisome PG synthases are both active, results in the slow decrease in midcell diameter of the cells between 40% and 60% of the division cycle. At 60% of the division cycle the divisome is mature and new cell pole synthesis occurs at a much faster rate. PBP2 is not present in the new cell poles and presumably does not contribute the new cell pole synthesis, although the presence of a minor amount of PBP2 at the leading edge of constriction cannot be excluded van der Ploeg, et al. (2013). Colocalization and interaction between elongasome and divisome during a preparative cell division phase in Escherichia coli.

Molecular Microbiology, 87(5), 1074–1087.

Research aims for the coming year

- Den Blaauwen: Publish papers on (i) The mode of growth of two newly discovered bacterial nematode symbionts (ii) the use of FRET for the screening of antibiotics that inhibit bacterial length growth, (iii) the identification of the interacting surfaces of the bacterial cell division proteins ZapA and FtsZ, (iv) On the function of YgbF in cell division on and (v) on the interaction between ZapA and Zap. In addition, we plan to develop a periplasmic FRET assay, to characterize Llama antibodies that recognize FtsZ, to study the polymerization behaviour of Latus oneistus FtsZ.
- Hamoen: Publish papers on (i) the membrane organization by MreB, (ii) the effect of tetracycline on cell division, (iii) the systematic deletion of non-essential cell division genes in B. subtilis. In addition, we will optimize our screen for compounds targeted against SepF, FtsA and against persister cells.

Purified SepF from Bacillus subtilis forms large protein rings with a diameter of approximately 50 nm (related to Duman et al., 2013, PNAS).
Molecular Cytology & van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy

Molecular Cytology is the study of the dynamic architecture of living cells. Our central theme is self-organisation and signalling in living cells. Self-organisation is the intrinsic property of matter to organise itself in a (dynamic) structure, whereas signalling implies the activity of gene-products to control a local activity, which can alter the local cellular architecture (e.g. driving morphogenesis). In order to achieve a certain 3D architecture in cells, two important mechanisms work in concert. At Molecular Cytology both mechanisms are studied with emphasis on membrane-related architecture of living cells using advanced microscopy tools. The activities are connected to the Faculty of Science (with emphasis on membrane-related architecture of living cells using advanced microscopy tools. The activities are connected to the Faculty of Science) & flow of molecular interactions between signalling molecules (phospholipid-second messengers, receptors, G-proteins and effector molecules) & flow of information across and in the plane of the membrane of living mammalian cells. We aim to understand how cells can achieve and maintain a local signal in the membrane (e.g. in order to drive morphogenesis, or to define new cytoskeletal anchorage or vesicle-docking sites). The main pathways under study involve histamine/PGPCR receptors, G-q to PLC activation triggering downstream calcium, kinase signalling and small GTPase (Rho/Rac/Cdc42) signalling (the last in collaboration with prof. dr. P.J. Hordijk/Sanquin).

More recently we have started a new activity on developing models that include gene regulation (the last in collaboration with prof. dr. P.J. Hordijk/Sanquin).
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Molecular Cytology & van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy
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Research programme: Systems Biology of the Living Cell
embryogenesis. Hereby we use fluorescently labelled biomolecular markers to follow embryogenesis like adhesion molecules, cytoskeletal components (F-actin and Myosin) that are directly involved in cell shape changes and cell-cell interactions and also quantification of expression patterns. In November 2013 we were joined by dr. R. van Amerongen, a MacGillavry fellow of the Faculty of Science. She will set up a novel, independent research line focusing on the role of Wnt signaling in mammary gland stem cells and breast cancer.

The close intertwining of several signalling cascades, their spatial organisation both within and between cells and our quantitative microscopy approach both necessitates and permits the generation of quantitative predictive modelling, which effectively will integrate this research line with Systems Biology approaches.

2) Advanced microscopy organised within the van Leeuwenhoek Centre for Advanced Microscopy (LCAM-FNWI). The goal of LCAM-FNWI (em. prof. dr. G.J. Brakenhoff, prof. dr. T.W.J. Gadella, dr. E.M.M. Manders, dr. M. Hink, dr. Goedhart, dr. M. Postma) is to boost Life Sciences research by implementing & developing (optical) microscopy techniques. Current most prominent developments are new super-resolution microscopy techniques such as Re-scan Confocal Microscopy (RCM), Structured Illumination Microscopy (SIM), Multi-point Image Scanning Microscopy (Ism) (dr. Manders), PhotoActivated Localization Microscopy (PALM) and Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) (Gadella, Postma and Manders). Several activities within super-resolution microscopy development are active collaborations within the Nikon Centre of Excellence for Super Resolution Microscopy Development.

Another main focus of LCAM-FNWI is centred around Functional Imaging Microscopy of living cells including multimode Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), Fluorescence Spectral Imaging Microscopy (SPIM), Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM), Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) (dr. Gadella, dr. Goedhart & dr. Hink), & Fluorescence fluctuation microscopy, including Fluorescence (Cross) Correlation Spectroscopy (F(C)CS), Fluorescence Lifetime Correlation Spectroscopy (FLCS), Line-scan FCS, and Number & Brightness techniques (dr. Hink). In each of the above approaches we invest strongly in quantitative data assessment (mostly driven by dr. M. Postma & coworkers), since processing and evaluation algorithms are becoming more important, sophisticated and difficult. The extension of our research area towards multicellular 3D systems: cross endothelial cell migration (prof. dr. Hordijk & coworkers), Nematostella embryonic development (dr. M. Postma and coworkers) and mammary gland development (R. van Amerongen & coworkers) imposes new technical challenges, especially to enable quantitative in situ imaging of cell behavior and signal transduction in a complex three dimensional context. Of increasing importance for advanced microscopy in biology is the development of fluorescent probes with enhanced properties and –derived molecular biosensors. We have activities for enhancing intrinsic fluorescent protein brightness by mutagenesis & screening (dr. Gadella, dr. Goedhart, dr. Hink), for development of new photoswitchable fluorescent proteins (dr. Gadella and dr. Hink) and for new FRET-based biosensors reporting on second messenger levels, and on heterotrimeric & small G-protein activities in live cells (Goedhart & Gadella).

Research highlights

► In 2013 our LCAM expression of interest to become a Euro-BioImaging Flagship Node on Functional Imaging received the highest possible score ‘Highly recommended’.

► In 2013 we published an extensive functional imaging analysis (number and brightness, FRET and FRAP analysis) of Annexin-oligomerization in membranes in Biophys. J.. This article was highlighted in a 2 page new & notable article within the same issue in which the study was regarded as ‘a paradigm shift in the way membrane-associated macromolecular assembly and dynamics are measured’.

► A set of seriously enhanced monomeric red fluorescent proteins were developed displaying fluorescence lifetimes > 3 ns which are more than two-fold enhanced as compared to the currently most employed RFP mCherry (with a lifetime of 1.5 ns).

► A new robust analysis algorithm for stochastic localization microscopy was developed (PALM, STORM), part of this work, specifically focussing on background estimation has been submitted to Scientific Reports.

► Manders and co-workers invented a new technique to improve the optical resolution (from 250 nm down to 170 nm, see illustration) and detection sensitivity of the confocal microscope. After building and testing the first prototype, results were published in Biomedical Optics Express. The 3-colour RCM prototype is now available for biological experiments.

► A large set of constructs was created to measure and validate the quantification of molecular interactions in the MAPK signalling pathway as will be measured by Fluorescence lifetime cross-correlation spectroscopy (FLCSS) and FCCS.

► We have successfully imaged F-actin and Tubulin dynamics in live Nematostella vectensis using the photostable mTurquoise2.

► We have developed and utilized a new set of FRET based biosensors (for RhA, CAMP Gii) allowing the quantitative analysis of GPCR activated pathways.

► We have set up three-dimensional mammary organoid cultures and imaged these by confocal microscopy to reveal the clonal outgrowth of Wnt-responsive cells.

► We have imaged live *Nematostella vectensis* embryos using lifetime-mf q2 capturing details of the cell division during the cleavage stage.

Other highlights

► Dr. R. van Amerongen was awarded a McGillavry Fellowship by the Faculty of Science of the University of Amsterdam. She joined the Section of Molecular Cytology and will set up a new independent research line on Wnt signalling in mammary gland development & tumorigenesis.

► Dr. R. van Amerongen was awarded a cancer research career award by KWF kankerbestrijding.

► Dr. R. van Amerongen, was awarded an NWO Aspasia grant (declined)

► Dr. J. Goedhart, J. and prof. dr. T.W.J. Gadella, were awarded an NWO, CW-Echo grant (1 PhD student position) ‘Visualizing the chemistry of cellular decision making with engineered fluorescent biosensors’.

► The proposal ‘Netherlands-BioImaging Advanced Microscopy’ (NL-BioImaging AM), coordinated by prof. TWJ Gadella on behalf of 18 participating microscopy centres in the Netherlands was included in the Netherlands’ Roadmap for Large-Scale Research Infrastructures.
Research aims for the coming year

► Introduce the CRISPR technology to allow genetic engineering of endogenous genes in a variety of mammalian cell lines.
► Set up a robust three dimensional culture system allowing us to manipulate, image and quantify signal transduction in 3D.
► Publish on G-protein signalling pathways that remodel the (actin) cytoskeleton.
► Publish on a set of seriously enhanced red fluorescent proteins.
► Develop new Turquoise-based FRET pairs and biosensors.
► Publish on enhanced algorithms for localization-based super-resolution microscopy.
► Publish on new super-resolution techniques including RCM, ISM and STED.
► Publish fluorescence lifetime correlation spectroscopy using multiple single-color fluorescent proteins.
► Publish about visualisation of live Nematostella vectensis embryos.
► Develop new Turquoise2-based FRET pairs and biosensors.
► Publish on a set of seriously enhanced red fluorescent proteins.
► Publish on G-protein signalling pathways that remodel the (actin) cytoskeleton.
► Set up a robust three dimensional culture system allowing us to manipulate, image and quantify signal transduction in 3D.

Academic publications


Phd theses


A) Lifeact-mTurquoise2 protein during cell division. B) Preserved embryos labelled with phallicidin-FL show various levels of nuclear f-actin staining. C-D) Preserved cells labelled with phallicidin-FL (green), Hoechst at multicellular stage. EB1-mVenus reveals tubulin reveal spindle fibers of dividing cells in the same embryo during mitosis.

GSDIM imaging of myosinIIa independently labeled with Alexa532 (a–c) and Alexa647 (e–g). Without the utilization of the temporal median filter, the RapidSTORM reconstruction of the Alexa532 data set shows localizations that are skewed towards regions of high fluorescence (b) and exhibit poor co-localization with the Alexa647 (f) based on Pearson’s cross-correlation analysis (f, inset). Use of the temporal median filter prior to running the localization eliminates these artifacts in the Alexa532 traces (d, h) are normalized to the area under the trace. Scale bar: 3 µm.
Systems Biology deciphers how biological functions emerge from interactions, many of which are molecular. Gene regulation is amongst the more germane examples of this. Whilst it controls how cells in living organisms are operating, it is itself controlled by what happens at the workplace of the cell in important processes such as cell cycle, metabolism, and differentiation. This cyclic control involves processes such as epigenetic regulation through intra- and inter-chromosomal contacts, the activation of transcription factors by proteins, signal transduction, and metabolic conversions. These molecular processes are controlled by complex networks of interacting components, which enable the cell to ‘decide’ which cellular state to commit to and how to respond to environmental changes. To study these networks, we invoke a multi-disciplinary approach, combining microscopic, biochemical, genetic and molecular analyses, mathematical modelling, and systems theory. Combining information from different model systems helps elucidate principles underpinning the roles that both structural and catalytic interactions play. The group addresses the functional relationships between transcriptional dynamics, nuclear organisation and chromatin structure in metabolism, cell cycle and epigenetic gene regulation. As an embodiment of systems biology the group is associated with research groups at the VU University Amsterdam and the University of Manchester.
Research programme: Systems Biology of the Living Cell

Research highlights

► One of the 2013 highlights has been the arrival of the research group of Dr Matteo Barberis from the Max Planck Institute for Molecular Genetics and the Humboldt University in Berlin. The group contributes new bridges between the systems biology of the cell cycle and DNA replication and topics studied in the SSN-NOG group such as metabolism, differentiation, chromatin organization and epigenetics.

► Matteo Barberis and colleagues set up their new lab and established experimental pipelines for studying protein-protein interactions, unravelling a number of unknown interactions between key components of the cell cycle, and examining epigenetic and DNA replication networks in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae. They identified a new potential link between metabolism and the cell cycle. They also developed a computational framework for the study of DNA replication dynamics that will be employed to investigate spatiotemporal chromatin dynamics integrating different layers of regulation including metabolism, cell cycle and epigenetics.

► Paul Fransz and colleagues have established 3D analyses of chromosome 4 in intact organs of Arabidopsis using FISH and immunolabeling. The FISH data are being processed to reconstruct the interphase nucleus. The group has started to set up microscopic tools for single cell analysis of genes involved in flowering time (EpiTRAITS EU-consortium). This includes a protocol for whole-mount immuno-FISH. In collaboration with M.E. Chaboute from the IBMP CNRS in Strasbourg, aberrant chromosome conformation has been characterized at the nuclear envelope in the gap mutant. Continued research of the paracentric inversion in the short arm of chromosome 4 has discovered a number of genomic features with genetic and phylogenetic implications for Arabidopsis ecotypes worldwide, including haploynotype formation, historical recombination events, phylogenetic relationship and geographic distribution.

► To study chromatin looping in gene regulation in Arabidopsis and maize, Maite Stam and co-workers established the chromatin conformation capture technique 4C in these organisms. In collaboration with Dr Krauterjes (WUR, UVA), Dr Angenent (WUR) and Dr Johannes (RUG) phenotypic screens were performed to determine the role of epigenetic mechanisms in hybrid vigour. For the STW project ‘Epigenetics meets targeted mutagenesis’ tools and techniques have been established to allow the identification of epigenetic drugs and mutants affecting oligo-directed mutagenesis. Projects have been started in collaboration with partners in the EU-FP Marie Curie ITN EpiTRAITS.

► Pernette Verschure and colleagues have established single molecule mRNA counting with single cell volume measurements in human cells. They showed gene location dependent transcription statistics and numbers of transcripts per cell were shown to vary proportional with cell volume. Using engineered mammalian cell systems the Verschure group discovered a function of the epigenetic regulatory protein MeCP2. This finding might impact the pathobiology of Rett syndrome in which MeCP2 plays an important role. Moreover, engineered living cell arrays were set up to show transcription-coupled/global repair switching in living cells upon UV damage (NWO-ZonMW-TOP project). In a theoretical study, the systems behaviour of cellular reprogramming was captured in gene network motifs.

► Hans Westerhoff and co-workers integrated a control engineering approach that anticipated perfect adaptation in intracellular networks, with their hierarchical control analysis. They concluded that perfect adaptation requires zero-order degradation processes, which are rare. Westerhoff’s ‘watchmaker modelling approach’ was brought to multiscale stage, both for glutathione-mediated drug detoxification and for cortisol/nuclear-hormone-receptor regulation of human stress. The publication of the consensus human metabolic map triggered new insights into how personalized medicine may be put in place and how Nature, Nurture and Lifestyle integrate. An integral understanding of the systems biology of nitrogen assimilation in E. coli, prepared together with Y cares Fried Bogerd and the late Wally van Hooijik, saw the light in an authoritative journal. Together with Westerhoff, Roel van Driel conceived a way to organize the Infrastructure for Systems Biology Europe (ISBE), with prospective Modelling-Integration and Data-Stewardship nodes in Amsterdam.

Research aims for the coming year

► Barberis and colleagues will establish the quantitative relationship between the Substrate Inhibitor of Cyclin-dependent kinase (Sic1), FocKHead (Fkh1 and Fkh2) and SirRuins (Sir2) proteins in cell cycle phasing and in the exchange of control between cell cycle and metabolism. They will use their mathematical model of the cell cycle to compute whether and how the differential control is distributed over the three cyclin-dependent kinase-defined phases, and where in the network the most powerful controller resides. Deregelation of cell cycle phasing may be crucial in certain diseases.

► Franz and colleagues will continue to study chromosome folding in different (stress and developmental) conditions in order to understand the relation between 3D-organization and function of the genomic sequence. Whole-mount localization of the FT locus and several chromatin proteins will be examined during the floral transition in the framework of single cell variation of FT activity. Together with M. Stam the position and frequency of meiotic crossovers will be studied in tomato hybrids. In collaboration with P. Barneche from Institut de Biologie de l’Ecole Normale Superieure (Paris) the Franz group has started to investigate nuclear changes in germinating seedling under various light conditions.

► Stam and coworkers will deepen the understanding of the functional relationship between gene activity, epigenetic mechanisms and chromosome interactions. Dr Stam will continue studying the role of chromatin looping in gene regulation in Arabidopsis and maize, the mechanisms underlying paramutation, and if epigenetic mechanisms are involved in hybrid vigour. In addition she focuses on improving targeted mutagenesis by modulating chromatin structure and together with P. Franz she focuses on the identification of genes and sequences involved in homologous recombination in tomato.

► Verschure and colleagues will continue studying the mechanistic networking principles of functional genome organization, combining gene activity measurements at single cell/single molecule level of endogenous genes with the construction and analysis of designed mammalian epigenetic networks. This approach provides proofs-of-principle for biomedical applications. UV-induced DNA damage/repair will be studied in engineered cell systems to follow dynamic molecular behaviour during transcription-coupled/global repair switching. (Epi)genetic gene control during early disease onset will be examined in an induced Huntington’s disease cell system, setting the scene to develop more advanced induced-pluripotency stem cell models (Charity funding Stichting Zeldzame ziekten/Huntington patient association and the Amsterdam University fund).

► Westerhoff and colleagues will further define both modelling-integration and model-driven data management nodes for the ISBE, and pay attention to how these should function in The Netherlands’ Systems Biology community. They will also finalize an analysis method for the potentially debilitating effects of hardly-toxic xenobiotics and develop a corresponding new ‘mountain drizzle’ concept of ageing. An exciting development is the ‘downward’ extension of systems biology into macromolecular complex kinetics, where they will try to discover modularity in dynamic behaviour. Meanwhile the group is liaising with patient advocate organizations and physicians to improve awareness of the potential of post 2000 systems biology and genomics for society.
Academic publications
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Invited lectures


Stam, M.E. (16 June 2013). Gene regulation by epigenetics and chromosomal interaction: by paramutation. Paris-Sud, France, UMR de Génétique Végétale (INRA, Université Paris-Sud, CNRS) -invited by Dr. Clémentine Vitte.


Verschure, P.J. (04 September 2013). Dynamic and stochastic epigenetic state switching studied in epigenetic engineered mammalian cell systems. Bologna, Italy, 19th International Chromosome Conference.

Verschure, P.J. (01 March 2014). Epigenetic state switching in higher eukaryotes: Engineered mammalian cell systems and stochastic modeling. Langen, Germany, Paul Erlich Institute, hosted by Prof. Zoltan Ivics (Head of the division of Medical Biotechnology).

Verschure, P.J. (25 June 2013). Epigenetic state switching in higher eukaryotes: Engineered mammalian cell systems and stochastic modeling. Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands, Chemistry of Life -
Research programme: Systems Biology of the Living Cell

Engineering Biology (NBV Werkgroepenbed and the KNCV spring event).


Journal-refereeship
Barberis, M. (ed) Frontiers in Biology
Fransz, P.F. member of the Editorial Advisory Board of Chromosome Research.
Fransz, P.F. member of the Editorial Advisory Board of Frontiers in Plant Genetics and Genomics.
Verschure, P.J. (ed.). Frontiers in Biotechnology

Westerhoff, P.J. (ed). Molecular Systems Biology; Biochimica Biophysica Acta General Subjects, Frontiers in Biology

Relevant positions
Stam, M.E. Coordinator at Marie Curie ITN EpiTRAITs.
Verschure, P.J. member of the committee at NWO-ALW ‘Investeringen Middelgroot.’
Verschure, P.J. Chief of the executive board at Women in the Faculty (WfF) network.
Westerhoff, H.V. Advisory Board MIP-DILI (IMI project).
Van Driel. Chair Infrastructure Systems Biology Europe-Nodes.
Westerhoff, H.V. Chair Infrastructure Systems Biology Europe-Connections.

Other
Verschure, P.J. (2013), de toekomst van Synthetic Biology. BE-Basic consortium - Athena Institute, VUA: Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

Media performance
Westerhoff, H.V. (guest) (04 March 2013). De voltooiing van de biochemische routekaart (television broadcast). Pauw en Witteman.
Westerhoff, H.V. (guest) (04 March 2013). Radio programme ‘Dit is de dag’.
Westerhoff, H.V. (guest) (09 March 2013). Radio 5FM Stenders Late.
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Biosystems Data Analysis

General goal: developing and validating methods for organizing and summarizing complex biological data. The research is divided into two connected themes: Data Fusion and Networks & Dynamics. We apply our methods in diverse areas of systems biology, focusing mainly on microbiology, nutrition and medical biology.

Data Fusion

To understand the functionality of complex biological systems, different types of measurements have to be combined with systems information.

Networks & Dynamics

In a biological system molecules interact. These interactions, the network, causes the system to change over time. We develop methods to analyze and model data from time-resolved functional genomics data in a network context.

As of June 2013, A.K. Smilde is appointed as a part-time professor of Computational Systems Biology at the University of Copenhagen.

In EU-project STAtegia, the fusion of metabolomics data of different platforms is almost finished. Two papers will be submitted early 2014 on the fusion of metabolomics data for explorative and classification analysis. These papers describe different approaches to deal with the heteroscedastic measurement error that is observed in metabolomics data.

In 2012, J.A. Westerhuis was appointed as extraordinary professor at North-West University in Potchefstroom, South Africa. The acute effect of alcohol abuse study was conducted and metabolomics analysis of the blood samples of 24 volunteers was started.

In the collaboration with GSK and the KU Leuven progress has been made in identifying synergistic effects of vaccin-adjuvants. A paper is being prepared.

A paper has been published on protein complex prediction from IP/MS data. The method that was developed proved to work well also for very large data sets. To obtain information of protein interactions at different levels the method was further developed to work in a hierarchical way.

Resampling methods are extensively used in data analysis, but prove to be useful also in systems biology for exploring optimal model complexity. The paper describing this approach will be submitted in early 2014.

Challenge tests are gaining popularity in medical and nutritional research. In collaboration with Unilever, strategies for individual phenotyping of linoleic and arachidonic acid metabolism by means of reaction parameters obtained from an oral glucose tolerance test were developed. A paper will be submitted in the beginning of 2014.

Association networks are a popular tool to visualize and analyze metabolomics data. However, it is shown that correlated measurement error can severely hamper the reliability of such networks. A paper on this topic is submitted.

Dynamic Flux Balance Analysis has been adapted to incorporate metabolomite concentration profiles. This approach gives fluxes similar to an alternative approach based on 13C mass isotopomer measurements. Publication will be submitted early 2014.

In collaboration with DSM, a hybrid Petri Net was built to determine the relative contribution of routes in the Genistein excretion pathway based on metabolomite profiles from a nutritional study (see Figure). A publication will be submitted early 2014.

Figure of a PetriNet of the excretion pathway of Genistein.
Research aims for the coming year

► Data Fusion
For STAGE29, we will write a conceptual paper that describes the use of figures of merit in various omics technologies. For the integration of different omics data sets it is important to have an idea of the quality of each of these sets. However the quality is defined in different ways in the various omics technologies. Some figures of merit focus on the technological aspects of the data while others refer to the identification or reproducibility of the data. In this paper we aim to describe the different aspects of quality in such data sets to improve their integration. A next step is to integrate metabolomics with RNA-seq data and with proteomics data obtained from B-cell differentiation experiments. New data fusion methods will be developed for the integration of these omics data sets.

► The metabolomics measurements of the acute alcohol abuse study in South Africa will be finalized. Two papers are in progress, one on the experimental design and measurement design issues involved in the study, and a second paper on the combination of bioinformatics and metabolomics in South Africa.

► Fusing data of different omics technologies will also be the next step in the collaboration with GSK and the KU Leuven. A conceptual paper about this topic – also including clinical measurements – is in progress.

► Networks & Dynamics
A paper on hierarchical protein complex prediction is foreseen in the spring of 2014. The method that was developed is going to be tested on AMPA receptor data that was obtained at the lab of prof. A.B. Smit (VU). A review will be written on protein complex prediction and the rest of the year will be focused on finishing the thesis.

► Since the work on resampling for systems biology models gave such nice results, a review will be written on this topic in collaboration with prof. J. Snoep (University of Stellenbosch, South-Africa). The remainder of the year will be devoted to finishing the thesis.

► T and B cell immune responses can be modelled by differential equations and facilitate a better understanding of underlying biological processes, and to predict immune responses when changing parameters of the system. Several models, comprising various parts of the immune response have been developed in the past. We aim to extend these models in the context of (auto)immune disorders. These models will be integrated with experimental data such as RNA-seq experiments for these lymphocytes.

► We developed a protocol to quantitatively measure the B cell repertoire (B cell receptors) with RNA-seq (Next Generation Sequencing). This allows studying the process of antigen driven B cell selection (affinity maturation) in greater detail. In the RNA-seq data it is possible to reconstruct lineage trees that reflect the affinity maturation process which involves B cell proliferation, somatic hypermutation and selection. To interpret the lineage trees we aim to integrate a mathematical model of affinity maturation (differential equations and simulated of B cell proliferation/mutation) with trees obtained from experimental data.
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Editorships

Van Kampen, A.H.C. Editorial board Advances in Bioinformatics.


Westerhuis, J.A. Metabolomics.
Research programme: Systems Biology of the Living Cell

Relevant positions

Van Kampen, A.H.C. Scientific Advisory Board, Graduate school Chemical Biology (KoRS-CB), University of Konstanz, Germany (September 2009 – ).

Smilde, A. Scientific Advisory Board of the EU-project Mimomics.

Smilde, A. Part-time professor at the AMC

Smilde, A. Part time professor at the University of Copenhagen.
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RNA Biology & Applied Bioinformatics

Dr. T.M. Breit
Dr. M.J. Jonker
Dr. R.J. Dekker
Dr. J. Rauwerda
Dr. E.J. Hoekstra / Drs. S.M. van Leeuwen

Group leader
Research line ‘Transcriptome dynamics’
Research line ‘RNA as genetic information carrier’
Research line ‘Applied bioinformatics’
Support: MAD; Dutch Genomics Service & Support Provider

In recent years RNA has increasingly gained attention of life sciences researchers as a key regulator of molecular processes in living organisms. This renewed interest was mainly sparked by the discovery of miRNA and other important non-coding RNAs, as well as the development of transcriptomics technologies such as microarray technology and next-generation sequencing (NGS).

The importance of RNA is underlined by the fact that it is estimated that over 70% of the human genome is transcribed into RNA, while less than 2% of the total genomic sequences encode the ~25,000 protein-coding genes. This is evidence for a major role of RNA in many cellular processes, such as gene-expression regulation, epigenetic regulation, splicing, signal transduction, molecular transport and localization.

To gain insight in the regulatory roles of RNA, our research focuses on the characterization of maternal RNAs and cell-free RNAs combined with research to the dynamics of these transcriptome components. As we have our own NGS system, we will also try to discover new types of RNA.

This kind of research demands the use of advanced omics technologies and associated bioinformatics. Since omics and bioinformatics are still immature, we also do applied bioinformatics research on how to optimally design omics experiments, analyze data, and interpret results.

There are three research and one support lines:

Research line: Transcriptome dynamics

Although being the focus of much research worldwide, the temporal and spatial dynamics of the transcriptome are still largely unknown. The primary challenges here are the complexity of the transcriptome and the limitations of omics experimentation. For this we focus on two topics: Gene expression and degradation regulation and Non-coding RNA.
Research highlights

- IonProton technology set up for next-generation genome sequencing, RNAseq and smallRNAseq.
- The first whole prokaryote (Bacillus subtilis) and eukaryote (Tomato) genomes were sequenced.
- Two sets of spike-in controls for smallRNAseq were developed and tested.
- Several plants and mammal smallRNA samples were successfully sequenced.
- An extensive transcriptome study on murine aging was published and acknowledged as important by invitation for a ‘Perspective’ by another journal on aging.
- Analysis completed on dense-time course transcriptome analysis of Zebrafish embryogenesis.
- Next-generation sequencing data for oocyte small RNAs obtained.
- First maternal RNA experiment on individual Zebrafish oocytes finished.
- MAD has performed over 40 support projects for biologists in 2013.
- Publication of several collaborative manuscripts.
- MAD was awarded three DTL Hotel projects, two with SILS researchers, one with TNO.
- A NWO Cloud computing grant was awarded.

Other highlight

In 2013 the RB&AB research group was established and became considerably involved in the genomics and bioinformatics education of bachelor and master students. A grant was awarded by the City of Amsterdam for the set-up of an innovative educational environment for master students: the Green Student Lab.
Research aims for the coming year

► To obtain and implement the 3rd generation sequencing platform: Oxford Nanopore.
► To upgrade the IonProton to 50 Gbases/run.
► To create all necessary next-generation sequencing bioinformatics pipelines.
► To support as many research groups as possible with NGS technology.
► To set-up a marker approach for plant breeding with low-coverage NGS technology.
► To acquire a proof of principle for plant identification via NGS technology (Green Forensics).
► To produce a PhD thesis on design for omics experimentation.
► To produce a PhD thesis on transcriptome dynamics.
► To study maternal RNAs in unfertilized Zebrafish and human eggs.
► To perform a hallmark transcriptomics study on p53 function in DNA damage.
► To produce >5 own and >10 collaborative research articles.
► To start a Genomics & Bioinformatics Support Group for the Amsterdam Faculty of Science.
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Academic publications


Mass Spectrometry of Biomacromolecules

Prof. dr. C.G. de Koster  Chairholder
Dr L.J. de Koning  Assistant Professor

The Mass Spectrometry of Biomacromolecules (MSB) research programme focuses on four research themes that adhere to the study of molecular and structural biology and to green life sciences. We study (i) adaptation of the cell surface proteome of fungi and bacteria, (ii) 3-D structures of protein complexes, (iii) multi-level control of gene expression regulation and (iv) isotope fractionation in plants and the geographical distribution of isotope ratios in horticulture products. MSB is developing advanced and innovative, mass spectrometry-based proteomics-technology that is designed for these research areas and that is widely applicable in the field of molecular and structural biology and green life sciences. Our technology is not confined to the field of molecular, structural and micro biology and is widely applicable to biology. Here, we have long term collaborations with the SILS plant groups where we study fungal pathogen-plant interaction and identify target proteins upon stress.

Nanopay source of the Fourier transform mass spectrometer.
Research highlights

- Bacillus cereus, responsible for food poisoning and Clostridium difficile, causative agent of Clostridium difficile associated diarrhea (CDAD), are both spore forming pathogens involved in food spoilage, food intoxication and other infections in humans and animals.
- The proteinaceous coat and the exosporium layers from spores are important for their resistance and pathogenicity characteristics.
- The exosporium additionally provides an ability to adhere to surfaces eventually leading to spore survival in food. Thus studying these layers and identifying suitable protein targets for rapid detection and removal of spores is of utmost importance. In this study, we identified 111 proteins from B. cereus spore coat, exosporium and 14 proteins from the C. difficile coat insoluble protein fraction. In an attempt to define a universal set of spore outer layer proteins we identified 11 superfamilies based on the identified proteins from two Bacilli and a Clostridium species. The estimated orthologue relationships of identified proteins across different spore formers revealed a set of 13 coat proteins conserved across the spore formers and 11 exosporium proteins conserved in the B. cereus group. These protein sets could be tested for quick and easy detection or targeted in strategies aimed at removal of spores from surfaces.

- The exosporium additionally provides an ability to adhere to surfaces eventually leading to spore survival in food. Thus studying these layers and identifying suitable protein targets for rapid detection and removal of spores is of utmost importance. In this study, we identified 111 proteins from B. cereus spore coat, exosporium and 14 proteins from the C. difficile coat insoluble protein fraction. In an attempt to define a universal set of spore outer layer proteins we identified 11 superfamilies based on the identified proteins from two Bacilli and a Clostridium species. The estimated orthologue relationships of identified proteins across different spore formers revealed a set of 13 coat proteins conserved across the spore formers and 11 exosporium proteins conserved in the B. cereus group. These protein sets could be tested for quick and easy detection or targeted in strategies aimed at removal of spores from surfaces.

- The exosporium additionally provides an ability to adhere to surfaces eventually leading to spore survival in food. Thus studying these layers and identifying suitable protein targets for rapid detection and removal of spores is of utmost importance. In this study, we identified 111 proteins from B. cereus spore coat, exosporium and 14 proteins from the C. difficile coat insoluble protein fraction. In an attempt to define a universal set of spore outer layer proteins we identified 11 superfamilies based on the identified proteins from two Bacilli and a Clostridium species. The estimated orthologue relationships of identified proteins across different spore formers revealed a set of 13 coat proteins conserved across the spore formers and 11 exosporium proteins conserved in the B. cereus group. These protein sets could be tested for quick and easy detection or targeted in strategies aimed at removal of spores from surfaces.

Research progress

- In course of 2013 we finalized the EC FINSysB project. In this project we quantitatively map the cell wall and secretome proteome of the human pathogen Candida albicans. We focus on the understanding at the molecular level of the surface cell wall response upon stress with the aim to identify new leads for novel anti-Candida vaccines, drugs and diagnostic markers. Candida albicans secretes a considerable number of proteins that are involved in biofilm formation, tissue invasion, immune evasion, and wall maintenance, as well as acquisition of nutrients including metal ions. The secretome of C. albicans is predicted to comprise 225 proteins. On a proteomic level, however, analysis of the secretome of C. albicans is incomplete as many secreted proteins are only produced under certain conditions. Interestingly, glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol proteins and known cytolytic proteins are also consistently detected in the growth medium. Importantly, a core set of seven wall polysaccharide-processing enzymes seems to be consistently present, including the diagnostic marker Mp65. We studied the importance of the secretome for virulence and reported potential targets for better and faster diagnostic methods.
- Candida albicans can grow at temperatures of up to 45°C. We showed that at 42°C substantially less biomass was formed than at 37°C. The cells also became more sensitive to wall-perturbing compounds, and the wall chitin levels increased, changes that are indicative of wall stress. Quantitative mass spectrometry of the wall proteome using 15N metabolically labeled wall proteins as internal standards revealed that at 42°C the levels of the β-glucan transglycosylases Plt3 and Phr2, the predicted chitin transglycosylases Cht1 and Utr2, and the wall maintenance protein Ecm33 increased. Consistent with our previous results for fluconazole stress, this suggests that a wall-remodeling response is mounted to relieve wall stress. Thermal stress as well as different wall and membrane stressors led to an increased phosphorylation of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase Mkc1, suggesting activation of the cell wall integrity (CWI) pathway. Furthermore, all wall and membrane stresses tested resulted in diminished cell separation. This was accompanied by decreased secretion of the major chitinase Cht1 and the endoglucanase Eng1 into the medium. Consistent with this, cht1 cells showed a similar phenotype. When treated with exogenous chitinase, cell clusters both from stressed cells and mutant strains were dispersed, underlining the importance of Cht3 for cell separation. We proposed that surface stresses lead to a conserved cell wall remodeling response that is mainly governed by Mkc1 and is characterized by chitin reinforcement of the wall and the expression of remediol wall remodeling enzymes.
- We have cross-linked for the first time the proteins of a HeLa cell nuclear extract. We have shown that the use of bis(succinimidyl)-1,3-azidomethyl glutarate to cross-link proximate lysine residues provides a solution for two major analytical problems of cross-link mapping by peptide fragment fingerprinting (PFF) from complex sequence databases, i.e. low abundance of protease-generating target peptides and lack of knowledge of the masses of linked peptides. The relations between the sum of the masses of the cleavage products and the mass of the cross-linked peptide enables determination of the masses of candidate linked peptides with add of two software tools we have developed that support PFF from the entire human sequence database in single LC-MS/MS runs. We identified 272 intraprotein and 25 interprotein cross-links in a HeLa cell nuclear extract at a false discovery rate of 0.3%. The molecular physiology of carbon catabolite repression (CCR) in the model organism Escherichia coli is studied together with Hellingwerf (SILS-Molecular Microbial Physiology). A glucose-limited chemostat culture was used to create a CCR-free reference condition followed by an activation of CCR via an addition of a pulse of glucose that saturates the cells for at least one hour. During this hour we have accurately proteome-wide monitored the changes in the protein levels using a 15N metabolic-labelling quantification method. The proteomic studies were complemented with transcript analyses using micro arrays, to directly identify genes under transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation. Novel dedicated statistical analysis to correlate the complex time resolved transcriptomics and proteomics datasets was developed (SILS-Biosystems Data Analysis).
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Koster, C.G. de (22 November 2013). Novel enrichment methods of cross-linked peptides to study the dynamic topology of large protein complexes by mass spectrometry. Prague, Czech Republic, 3rd Symposium on Structural Proteome.

Chapter 4: Research programme: Plant Signalling
The section Plant Physiology is interested in understanding the molecular mechanisms by which stress signalling and development occurs, on the cellular and whole plant level. Three groups are active. One of the groups focuses on phospholipid signalling. In particular, on the role of phosphatidic acid (PA) and polyphosphoinositides (PPIs) in the model plant system, Arabidopsis thaliana. To functionally characterise their role in stress and development, knockout lines of various genes encoding lipid kinases, phosphatases and phospholipases are used, including, PIK (12), PIPK (11), PLC (9), DGK (7) and PLD (12).

A second group aims to elucidate how plants can adjust and optimize their root system architecture (RSA) to deal with drought or high salinity of the soil. In this framework, we study the role of intracellular signalling pathways, including lipid signalling and protein kinase pathways, in linking salinity to root development and direction of root growth. The other research group focuses on plant volatile signalling. This includes: 1) the scent of Petunia flowers, where the biosynthesis of volatile benzenoid and phenylpropanoids and the transcription factor network involved is being studied; 2) the biosynthesis of terpenes in tomato trichomes, proven to be important for plant-insect interactions, and the transcription factor network involved is being studied; 3) the role of green leaf volatiles in plant pathogen, plant-plant and plant-insect interactions. We currently focus on the isomerisation of Z-3-hexenal, which is an important cue for bodyguard insects.

The other research group is interested in phospholipid signalling research: salt stress triggers the formation of two lipid second messengers phosphatidic acid (PA), which is generated via phospholipase D (PLD) and/or diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) pathways, and PIP2, which is generated through phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 5-kinase (PIPK) activation. Both lipids are important second messengers in eukaryotes, functioning as membrane-localised docking sites for various protein targets. Using a genetically encoded-PIP2 biosensor, i.e. a fusion of a PIP2-specific lipid-binding domain with a fluorescent protein (FP; e.g. YFP) expressed in Arabidopsis seedlings and tobacco BY-2 cells, we found that salt stress triggers PIP2 formation at the plasma membrane within minutes. For PA, no such probe is available, so we have started developing one using different PA-binding regions. Using T-DNA insertion KO-lines, two PLD, two PIK and two PIPK genes have been identified that are involved in the salt stress response. Microarray experiments and physiological assays are being used to understand their role in salt stress tolerance. Meanwhile, we found that cold stress triggers a PA response within minutes, which was found to be completely generated via the DGK pathway (Arist et al., 2015).

How plant roots avoid salt: tropisms represent fascinating examples of how plants respond to environmental signals such as light and gravity, by adapting their growth and development. Recently, we have discovered that plants use a similar mechanism, which we call halotropism, to avoid excess salt (Galvan-Ampudia et al., 2013). Arabidopsis, tomato, and sorghum roots were found to actively prioritize growth away from salinity gradient assembled in agar media or soil, above following the gravity axis. Directionality of this response is established by an active redistribution of the plant hormone auxin in the root tip, which is mediated by the PINFORMED 2 (PIN2) auxin efflux carrier. We show that salt-induced phospholipase D activity stimulates clathrin-mediated endocytosis of PIN2 at the side of the root facing the higher salt concentration. Interestingly, in an independent biochemical screen for PA-binding proteins, several components of the clathrin machinery were identified (McLoughlin et al., 2013). The intracellular relocalization of PIN2 allows for auxin redistribution and for the directional bending of the root away from the higher salt concentration. Our results thus identify a cellular pathway essential for the integration of environmental cues with auxin-regulated root growth that likely plays a key role in plant adaptive responses to salt stress (Galvan-Ampudia et al., 2013). That the PA-generating PLD enzyme is also implicated in gravity, water and osmotic-stress responses suggests that its fluctuations may serve to integrate multiple environmental signals to optimize root growth in response to changing conditions.

For our ongoing investigations on the role of terpenes, produced by glandular trichomes of tomato, we have made transgenic plants expression two transcription factors (TFs) that can transactivate various terpene synthase promoters in a transient assay in Nicotiana benthamiana. These TFs are driven by glandular trichome specific promoters and our objective is to determine their effect on the terpenes produced and emitted.
Research aims for the coming year

► Determine the role of Manduca sexta’s isomerase for the caterpillar and plant.
► To elucidate the role of lipid signalling in salt stress and development in Arabidopsis.
► Elucidate the role of vesicle transport in salt sensing and avoidance.
► Characterize genes underlying natural variation in Arabidopsis accessions for salt tolerance.
► Validate Lipid-FP biosensors for DAG and PA.
► Elucidation of upstream and downstream targets of SnRK2 protein kinases.
► Characterization of salt-induced changes in RSA and the halotropic response of crop plants.
► Develop mathematical models to describe root development and architecture.
► Characterize transgenic plants overexpressing transcription factors driving terpene synthases.
► Characterize the effect of spider mite effectors on plants.

Research highlights (continued)

► Petunia hybrida is our model of choice to study volatile benzenoid and phenylpropanoid synthesis, emission and regulation. Our aim is to identify the remaining unknown steps in the biosynthetic pathway and the transcriptional network underlying the regulation of the.
► Biosynthesis of these volatiles. We have identified a new enzyme in the biosynthetic pathway that upon silencing resulted in colored (red) plants. We thus unexpectedly hit on the colorful side of floral scent in Petunia, since under normal conditions both scent and color (anthocyanin) pathways are active at different developmental stages of the flower. This indicates that there is a (hidden) metabolic interconnection between color and scent production.
► In a relative new project we are trying to identify, together with the group of Merijn Kant (IBED), effectors of spider mites that manipulate the direct and indirect defenses of plants. Since some spider mites are well capable of manipulating these defenses, we hypothesize that this is done via effectors in their saliva. For this we take a transcriptomics approach followed by transient overexpression of candidates in various plants.

Other highlights

► 2013 NWO Topsector (R. Schuurink): Whitefly effectors and their targets, 246.000 euro.
► 2013 EU ERA-CAPS (R. Schuurink): Homeostasis of Isoprenoids in Plants: understanding compartmentalization, flux and transport of isoprenoids in glandular trichomes for non-crop and crop species, 251.000 euro.
► 2013 STW Perspectief (M. Haring and R. Schuurink): Green defence Against Pests (GAP) 537.000 euro.
► 2013, 21 juni NWO-STW Vidi (P. Bleeker): Defence in the wild; from trichome transcriptomes and metabolomes to breeding tools for defence markers in tomato, 800.000 euro.

BYPASS THE SALT: Proposed model for the molecular and cellular mechanism regulating halotropism. Salt stress induces PLDζ2-dependent recruitment of clathrin to the PM and PIN2 internalization and recycling (thick red arrows) at one side of the root, causing differential auxin accumulation (green) and bending of the root away from the salt source. TGN/EE: trans-Golgi network; early endosomes.
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Microbial pathogens cause disease by evading host defences. Our aim is to reveal the molecular basis of resistance and susceptibility in plants, and of virulence in fungi. Our main model is the interaction between the fungus *Fusarium oxysporum* and tomato, but we also use Arabidopsis to answer fundamental questions of plant immunity. We study R proteins of the NBS-LRR family, such as the tomato *F. oxysporum* (Fo)-resistance protein I-2, basal and induced defence mechanisms of plants, and virulence and avirulence factors (effectors) of the pathogen. Our research aims at: (i) the identification and dissection of protein complex(es) involved in R protein-mediated resistance. This work includes (i) the functional analysis of individual complex-components and conformational changes in R proteins; (ii) dissection of the role of SUMO (small ubiquitin-like modifier) isoforms in disease resistance and stress responses including heat acclimation and stability of immune receptors; (iii) uncovering the role of effector proteins of *F. oxysporum* and identification of their targets in host plants; (iv) unravelling the dynamics of genome evolution and the mechanisms of horizontal chromosome transfer in *F. oxysporum*.

Research highlights

- RNAseq from \( F. \) oxysporum strains pathogenic to melon or tomato revealed that effector genes are among the most highly expressed genes in plants.
- DNA binding sites were identified for several transcription factors encoded on a mobile pathogenicity chromosome of tomato-infecting \( F. \) oxysporum – one of these sites was found earlier to be enriched in promoters of effector genes.
- Through comparative genomics the first candidate AVR gene was identified in \( F. \) oxysporum pathogenic towards melon.
- From the \( F. \) oxysporum Lsp. lycopersici (Fol) reference strain, only the ‘pathogenicity’ chromosome (number 14) can be independently transferred to another strain, sometimes accompanied by another chromosome.
- Transgenic tomato plants expressing Fol effector genes AVR2, AVR2, and AVR3 and Arabidopsis expressing Fol effector genes AVR2, AVR3, SIX5, SIX6 and SIX8 have been obtained.
- In collaboration with the Cann group, Durham University (UK) we followed up on our findings that: a) some R proteins exert their function in the nucleus and b) that I-2 recognizes the Fusarium effector protein Avr2 in the nucleus. Using heterologously produced I-2 protein we found that I-2 can directly bind dsDNA and that its affinity for DNA binding depends on its nucleotide binding state. Besides I-2 also other NBS-LRR R proteins where found to be able to bind to DNA in vitro and in vivo.
- Activation of I-2 resistance responses in tomato not only requires the presence of Avr2, but also of SIX5, SIX6 and Avr2 form a gene-pair whose expression is regulated by a shared promoter region and the encoded proteins where found to interact in both the YeH system and in plants when co-expressed in \( N. \) benthamiana.
- The dynamic changes of the xylem sap composition upon infection with either wild type Fol or SIX5, SIX6, SIX7, SIX3 or SIX6 knockout mutants were determined using a quantitative, large-scale proteomics approach. This study showed that SIX proteins perform both redundant and non-redundant functions and a set of xylem sap proteins was identified whose accumulation is exclusively expressed in \( N. \) benthamiana.
- The Arabidopsis paralog SUMO3 cannot complement the knockdown of canonical SUMO genes. The SUMO machinery plays an important role in temperature acclimation, which appears to involve NO signalling.
- We screened an array of 1,300 Arabidopsis transcription factors for novel interactors of the SUMO machinery. The data suggest that the SUMO machinery does not directly interact with transcription factors despite such reports in other systems. We now hypothesize that these interactions require a protein interaction platform including co-factors such as chromatin remodelling and chromatin modifying enzymes.
- We have developed a tool to screen for SUMO modification on novel targets in response to resistance protein activation by the elicitors avrRPM1 and avrRPS2 from \( P. \) aeruginosa.

Research research aims for the coming year

- Annotate one or more genomes of several newly sequenced isolates of \( F. \) melonis and \( F. \) cucumerinum, in combination with RNAseq analysis to identify common and unique effectors in these formae specialis.
- Determine the in vivo binding sites of three transcription factors of \( F. \) oxysporum for which there is evidence that they are involved in regulation of effector genes, using ChIPseq.
- Determine distribution of histone modifications across the genome of \( F. \) oxysporum, to see to what extent these are different between the core genome and the accessory genome.
- Determine the most likely evolutionary path(s) of the accessory genome within the \( F. \) oxysporum species complex using bioinformatics.
- Explore PacBio sequencing of Fol isolates to assess the extent to which this method leads to assembly of (near) complete accessory chromosomes rich in repetitive elements.
- Determine chromosome stability and chromosome transfer frequencies with fluorescence-activated cell sorting of fungal spores.
- Determine whether Fo-resistance genes in tomato recognize homologs of Fol Avr proteins from other formae specialis, to assess potential for trans-species transfer of R genes.
- Identify novel SUMO targets in defence signalling in Arabidopsis by screening a large yeast two-hybrid library with full-length arrayed cDNA clones (>15,000) and by performing a SUMO proteomics screen.
- Study the role of SUMO in protein folding, in specific immune receptor protein stability at elevated temperatures studying the consequence of SUMOylation of chaperones and heat shock factors.
- Determine the biologically active isoform of SUMO1 to see if it acts as novel protein modification or can only interact with the SUMO-network. In addition, we will determine the full range of the SUMO protein network using a yeast two-hybrid approach.
- Identify plant proteins/structures interacting with SIX and Avr2 and elucidate their role in resistance and/or pathogenicity.
- Identify tomato genes whose expression is affected by the virulence and avirulence activity of Avr2.
- Create transgenic \( F. \) oxysporum strains expressing fluorescently labelled SIX5 and Avr2 proteins to reveal the subcellular (co)localisation of the SIX5/Avr2 complex upon natural infection.
- Further study the role of DNA binding by NLR proteins for the activation of plant defence.
- Compare genomes of strains of \( F. \) oxysporum Lsp. melonis to identify potential effector genes specific for this forma specialis or for races of this pathogen.
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Other highlights

- A ZonMW Hotel project was obtained by Takken to Deconstruct the plant immune system using a *Fusarium* effector protein as a probe.
- An Indonesian PhD student started work in the Rep group on a fellowship from the Dutch KNAW-SPIN and Indonesian DIKTI programs in a project, coordinated by Dr. Gert Kema, to combat Panama disease of banana.
- A TKI-U topsector grant (Ministry of Economic affairs) was obtained by Van den Burg in conjunction with two Dutch plant breeding companies on disease in various Cabbage cultivars.
- Appointment of Dr. Marcel Prins as special chair Professor affiliated to Molecular Plant Pathology, with a focus on plant virology.
- SciENZA biotechnology, a spinout company founded by ENZA Zaden and hosted by the SILS, further expanded its activities and hired a third researcher or field crop breeding. Besides applying key technology from ENZA, the company uses the know-how from Takken and collaborates closely with the Molecular Plant Pathology group.
Chapter 5: Research Programme: Neurosciences
The group’s global research aim is to elucidate how neuronal networks distributed across cortical structures, most notably the sensory neocortices, frontal cortex and hippocampus, cooperate in cognitive processes, in particular conscious perception, multisensory integration and memory formation. This aim is pursued using a variety of techniques and at various aggregate levels, ranging from cellular to systems and behavioral levels. The research focuses on the level of systems neurophysiology. We investigate how neural assemblies in the brain cooperate to generate conscious and unconscious representations, with a particular emphasis on multimodal integration. This process refers to the integration of multiple sensory modalities (e.g. vision, audition) as well as integration of sensory and memorized information. A theoretical framework is needed to understand how multimodal integration contributes to consciousness has been constructed, and we are testing our experimental predictions using in vivo 2-photon Calcium imaging and multi-area neuronal ensemble recordings. An important aspect of these studies is to elucidate the role of oscillations and spike-phasing relative to these oscillations in network communication and integration. To illustrate research on conscious and unconscious representations, we compare visual processing under awake and anaesthetised conditions, and study how neuronal populations in visual cortex function differently when animals detect a visual stimulus or miss it. As an example of research on multimodal integration, we started a Veni project investigating how the integration of audio-visual stimuli is represented in the firing patterns of single units and populations of neurons at successive hierarchical nodes of the cortical system. Using whole-cell recordings in vivo, guided by 2-photon imaging, we are studying how GABAergic interneurons in the sensory cortices shape response patterns of principal (pyramidal) cells to sensory inputs and memory. The flow of sensory information into the medial temporal lobe, including hippocampus, is being tracked by ensemble recordings, but also the feedback from hippocampal output to higher sensory areas is investigated. After an initial experience, which is marked by highly specific firing patterns in brain structures involved in memory, a replay of these firing patterns can be observed, with preservation of temporally specific features such as the order in which brain cells fire. We pursue the causal relevance of replay phenomena for memory consolidation by electrical interventions, and study how replay is orchestrated amongst different brain areas, such as the hippocampus, sensory cortices and ventral striatum. This project is carried out in animals performing multi-area ensemble recordings using ‘tetrode arrays’ and by state-dependent deep brain stimulation. Furthermore, we continue to develop new analytic methods to study coherence within and between cell assemblies in the brain. Furthermore, this line of research has been augmented by studying how stress hormones influence memory formation. The current systems-level efforts to elucidate neural substrates of multimodal integration and consciousness are being complemented by novel techniques such as optogenetics. Using optogenetics we study the causal role specific cortical cell types play during sensory analysis and integration. These studies are integrated with 2-photon Ca2+ imaging results and extracellular recordings.
Other highlights

► The following UvA-based papers were accepted and/or published in high-impact review journals, including research papers in the Journal of Neuroscience, PNAS and Neuron.
► Martin Vinck was awarded the Elsevier Scopus Award for best young scientist in the Life Sciences, Netherlands.
► Wim Ghijsen was member of the ‘Rubicon’ committee of the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research (NWO; for recently graduated PhD applying for postdoc fellowships abroad), and CyrielPennartz was member of the Earth & Life Sciences Review panel (Open program).
► Cyriel Pennartz acquired a grant for a 3-year postdoc fellowship from NWO Earth & Life Sciences.
► Cyriel Pennartz acted as Associate Editor at the European Journal of Neuroscience.
► Cyriel Pennartz acted as Guest Editor for a special issue of the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B, ‘The principles of goal-directed decision-making: from neural mechanisms to robotics’ (forthcoming).

Research aims for the coming years

► We will elaborate our program aiming to disrupt memory consolidation and extra-hippocampal replay by electrical and optogenetic intervention of hippocampal processing in rats.
► We are setting up a new research line in ferrets, permitting us to study multisensory influences on the population dynamics and oscillatory activity of visual and parietal neurons in the neocortex.
► We will investigate neural mechanisms underlying audiovisual integration by recording the activity of neuronal ensembles simultaneously in various brain areas along the cortico-hippocampal hierarchy.
► We have set up whole-cell recordings in vivo will be performed under 2-photon visually guided microscopy, targeting both excitatory pyramidal and inhibitory GABAergic neurons in the superficial layer of primary visual cortex in transgenic mice. We will study the tuning properties of specific interactions in primary visual cortex and their modulation by sensory stimulation from another modality.
► The two-photon Ca2+ imaging will be extended to the use of genetically coded Ca2+ indicators (gCaMPs) applied to problems of visual feature integration and stimulus detection.

Research programme: Neurosciences

In vivo electrophysiology: patch-clamp recordings during visual stimulation in mouse primary visual cortex. Top: Membrane potential fluctuations of a GABAergic Piriformis-positive interneuron during visual presentation of a grating stimulus (grey box), without (left) or with (right) co-terminating hyperpolarizing current injection. Middle: Simultaneously recorded local field potential (LFP) traces with apparent gamma oscillations (dotted black box). Bottom: 1-2 s episodes of high gamma activity (gamma “bouts”) are detected offline; fast-fourier-transform analysis of LFP trace reveals increased gamma power over a wide range of frequencies (25-80Hz); gamma cycles aligned at the trough of their oscillatory cycle allow phase-locking of PV cells to the gamma cycle to be analyzed (right). Unpublished data (Gentzel, Perrenoud, Pennartz).
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Excitability is the most prominent property of the nervous system. Nerve cells process information by integrating the thousands of inputs that they receive, and converting those signals into characteristic spatio-temporal firing patterns. One of the most exciting questions in neuroscience is how ionic-channels are organised in the neuronal membrane and how their activity is quantitatively balanced under the many circumstances that neurons have to operate. Neurons communicate with each other through a variety of synapses, that add additional flexibility and long term plasticity. Neuronal activity is also modulated at different time scales in order to allow processes like learning and memory, development and aging. Neurons need to be combined in small micro-circuits in order to provide minimal cognitive functionality. The fast development of new techniques has made us shift the focus of our research from the well understood single neuron to the more difficult micro circuit. We approach neuronal plasticity from a multidisciplinary angle. Our research is organised around a small number of well defined topics in the realm of neuronal excitability. Our core expertise is functional electrophysiology (from patch-clamping to in vivo recording). We combine this approach with molecular biology, immuno-cytochemistry, behavioural analysis and a large variety of imaging techniques (Voltage Sensitive Dye imaging, Multi-Electrode Array analysis and MRI imaging). Computational approaches are an integral element to investigate hypotheses, predict experiments and understand experimental results. Each research line is intrinsically linked to a pathological brain condition: epilepsy, schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and Autism; these relations are further strengthened by links to several clinical institutions.
Future prospects

► The direct future will show a gradual shift in focus from the cellular level to the micro-circuit level.
► Elaborate facilities have been generated to use optogenetic tools that can specifically activate genetically defined neuronal (sub)populations. New large scale recording/stimulation facilities for in-vivo recordings in epilepsy have been built. Three new PhD projects have been started that use these new technologies. A close collaboration with the newly appointed extra-ordinary professor dr. Elly Hol have broadened our disease spectrum with Alzheimer disease; we specifically concentrate on fundamental investigations on the role of astrocytes and neuron-glia interactions.
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Structural and Functional Plasticity of the Nervous System

Prof. P.J. Lucassen Chairholder
Dr H.J. Krugers Associate Professor
Dr C.P. Fitzsimons Assistant Professor
Dr A. Korosi Assistant Professor
Prof. M.S. Oitzl Special Chair

Mission of the group

We study structural and functional plasticity of the brain and focus on neurogenesis and synaptic plasticity in relation to (early) stress exposure, cognition and brain disorders like depression, PTSD, epilepsy and dementia.

Personnel

In 2013, our group has further grown with 2 new PhD students, Lesais (co-promotor Krugers) and Hoeijmakers (co-promotor Korosi) who study effects of early-life stress on the vulnerability to develop Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in mouse models. In addition, Hesseling started as technician to work on the TNO and PRIOMED projects studying consequences of (early) exposure to Sarin or Blast or the psychopharmacaa Ritalin and Fluoxetin for (adult) brain structure and function.

Research topics

Our research on plasticity partly focuses on the perinatal period with Krugers focusing on the molecular mechanisms underlying emotional memory formation, and early life effects on synaptic function and behavior, while Korosi studies effects of stress and nutrition during early life on epigenetics and the programming of adult brain structure and (dys)function. Korosi, Naninck, Yam and Lucassen in collaboration with pre-clinical, clinical and industry groups will investigate the role of early nutrients in programming of brain function and metabolism. Molecular tools, stem cell cultures and techniques for in vivo delivery of viral vectors in adult brain are operational in the Fitzsimons group to modulate brain plasticity and neurogenesis focusing on microRNAs, stress hormone rhythmicity and epilepsy.

Scientific output

Despite our teaching efforts, we kept up an excellent output for which we were awarded the SILS Research Award 2013. We published 14 papers, 1 book chapter, plus 4 additional high impact papers; 2x in Mol Psychiatry (IF 14,8), PNAS (IF 9,7) and one in Trends in Neurosciences (IF 15,5). The paper by Fitzsimons et al., 2013 further received the TOP Paper Award at the EndoNeuroPsycho meeting.

Grants/Academic activities/lectures/outreach

- Krugers obtained external funding from ZonMW- TOP and from USA/ny.
- Korosi was awarded a personal MEERVOUD grant from NWO.
- Krugers is treasurer of the EBBS, board secretary of the Neurofederation, and member of Amsterdam Brain and Cognition (ABC). Korosi is a member of the ENP organizing board.
- Lucassen and Korosi organized a session on early stress in Munich and Korosi organized a symposium on early life programming in Barcelona and at the ENP meeting, Lucassen co-organized the TN2 conference on Alzheimer’s disease and chaired the Alzheimer research symposium in Maastricht. He co-organized the first EUROGENESIS meeting in Bordeaux. Krugers (co-)organized (symposia on): ‘Synapses under Stress’ (Utrecht), the Publicledag Hersenstichting Nederland, a Brainstorm session on ‘PTSD’ in Barcelona and a masterclass on ‘The Stressed Brain’ (Amsterdam). Fitzsimons organized a session on stress hormones and brain plasticity at the ENP meeting.
- Lucassen is chair of the SAB of the ISAO, is co-founder of the EUROGENESIS consortium and invited Fellow Member of the ECNB of the Scientific Board of the TN2 meeting on Alzheimer’s disease, Visiting Scientist at the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Social Sciences (NIAS), board member of the Stichting ‘Vrienden van het Herseninstituut’ and chair of the jury for the ISAO Alzheimer Prize and Alzheimer Post-doc Prize. He joined the Editorial Boards of PloSOne, Neuroscience and Brain Plasticity and wrote an invited review for the LifeStyle Issue of Arta Neuprophathologica (IF 9,7) and 2 book chapters. Korosi, Fitzsimons and Lucassen are invited guest editors of a Special Issue of the journal ‘Neural Plasticity’ on Adult Neurogenesis. Krugers wrote 2 invited reviews.

- The group has further delivered various (invited) lectures in: Groningen, Nijmegen, Amsterdam (NIN), Amersfoort, Nice, Barcelona, Regensburg, Yerevan (Krugers), Kerelhuis, VUMC, the Grand, Amsterdam, Bordeaux, ETH Zurich and ISS Rome (Lucassen), Leiden (Korosi), Orsido, Bordeaux (Fitzsimons).
- Group members acted as PhD opponent (tox Lucassen) (3x, Krugers) (tox Korosi).
- Group members participated in outreach activities (FNWI College tour Spui25 (Krugers, Krugers), Alzheimer info days (Lucassen), High school lectures (Lucassen), World Alzheimer day (Lucassen), NEMO, Publiekdag Hersenstichting and ECNP newspaper (Krugers).

Research highlights

- Glucocorticoid receptor distribution has been elucidated in various regions of the human brain. CR protein expression was found to be increased in the amygdala in depression.
- The glucocorticoid receptor regulates functional integration of newborn neurons in the adult hippocampus and fear-motivated behavior.
- Exercise modulates neurogenesis as well as neuropathology in Alzheimer mouse models.
- Nutrition and stress during early life are important in determining later cognition, neurogenesis and metabolism.

Teaching

2013 was a very busy year, our group was again ‘Teaching champion’ of SILS. Our master track ‘Psychopharmacology and Pathophysiology’, run for the third year by Korosi, Naninck and Lucassen, remained very popular and was again evaluated very well by the students, many of which have obtained a PhD position now, e.g. in Amsterdam, Utrecht, Nijmegen, Stockholm, Cambridge, USA or New Zealand. Krugers is Programme Director of the Research Master Brain and Cognitive Sciences.

Research aims for the coming years

- To understand how the early environment can exert such lasting effects on brain structure and function, to identify the critical elements in that environment and to establish their influence on the risk to develop disorders like depression and dementia.
- To clarify how stress hormones, epigenetics and microRNAs can regulate adult neurogenesis and modify hippocampus-related cognition and (vulnerability to) epilepsy.
- To understand how early stress influences later synaptic plasticity, AMPA receptor dynamics, spinogenesis and emotional memory at an adult age.
Research programme: Neurosciences

Neurogenesis in the adult brain. Newly formed neurons are seen as white nerve cell bodies with their coloured branches (dendrites) in the adult hippocampus (blue), a brain region involved in learning and memory. Neurogenesis is influenced by stress and nutrition during early life (Korni et al., BBR 2012; Lucassen et al., TINS 2013).
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Marijn Schouten
Wendy Timmermans
Qian Wang
Hui Xiong

Technicians
Jan den Blauwen
Gideon Meerhoff

Human brain under stress. Red and yellow colours indicate the regions in the human brain that become activated when a person is exposed to stress. From; Lucassen et al., Acta Neuropathol 2014.

Academic publications


Lucassen, P.J., Naninck, E.F.G., Goudvoet, J.B. van, Fitzsimons, C., Joels, M. & Korosi, A. (2013). Perinatal programming of adult hippocampal structure...
Molecular Neuroscience

Within our laboratory we study the molecular biology that is behind developmental mechanisms in the central nervous system.

In our research team we endeavor to understand the molecular programming of specific neuronal groups within mdDA neurons and the cortex. To this end we have identified transcription factors that play key roles in these processes, such as Pitx3, Lmx1a, Engrailed1, Dlk1, Lmx1b and Nurr1 for mdDA neurons. To study developmental processes we use complex gene transfer models as in-utero electroporation and whole brain ex-vivo culturing, to track these neurons as they leave the ventricular zone and start differentiating and move to their final position where they send out axons and receive inputs from other systems. A combination of these techniques with more classical genetic models (Nurr1-ko, Pitx3-ko, Lmx1a-ko, Hdac2-ko, Pitx3-Cre driver etc.) provide us with the essential tools to answer our research questions.

Active research lines

1. Role of FoxO factors in Cortical development.

2. Regulation of “Clock” by FoxO factors.

3. Role of neurotransmitters in structural brain development.

4. Epigenetic mechanisms active during brain development.

5. Molecular programming of mesodiencephalic dopaminergic (mdDA) neurons.

A. Role of retinoids in the terminal differentiation of mdDA neurons.

B. Cross-talk of homeodomain factors with the Nurr1 transcriptional complex in steering the mdDA neuronal phenotype.

C. Ventricular zone coding as signaling center for mdDA subset specification.

D. Role of Ent in specifying the mdDA neuronal phenotype.

E. Tgf-beta signaling in mdDA neuronal development and survival.

F. Role of Lmx1a and Lmx1b in specification of the mesodiencephalon and subset specification within mdDA neurons.

G. Rostral/caudal genetic programming within mdDA neuronal subsets.
Academic publications


Smidt, M.P. Coordinator of the SILS art. 9 WOD course and part of the Dutch coordination program on animal research.

Research highlights

► This year was our first normal year of full functionality. We started with four new researchers (2 PhD student and 2 assistant professors). We still have 2 PhD positions open and 1 assistant professor position which will all be implemented in 2014.

► After discussion within the Neurosciences group it was decided that Dr. Hans van Hooft moved from the Wadman group to the our group and he will be actively implementing advanced neurophysiology in the running research lines and will expand on this. In order to do so we have setup a system for performing optogenetics. Together with this setup we have developed mouse models where we introduce channelrhodopsins in mdDA neurons by our developed Pitx3-Cre driver. This setup has been validated and is fully functional. This approach will also be used by other researchers within SILS. In addition, we have setup an in-utero electroporation approach with two different constructs of channelrhodopsins coupled to either Gfp or mCherry. This setup will be used for studying cortical interneuron development and function. This last approach is complemented by specific interneuron-Cre drivers as VP-Cre (present in the lab).

► We have been active in terms of publications and have successfully published 9 papers in 2013 (see academic output).

► The main advancement is not restricted to academic output, we were also successful in implementing research techniques as in-utero and ex-vivo and focal electroporation. These “state of the art” transient in-vivo gene transfer methods provide a unique opportunity to study in depth the role of critical genetic modulators during brain development. Moreover, we have broadened our use of the FACS-Aria-3 machine (fluorescent cell sorter) in combination with advanced transcriptomics (in collaboration with the micro-array department).

► Finally, we have been active in applying for research grants: Zwaartekracht, M.J. Fox foundation, NWO-TOP (3*) (zonMW), NWO-ALW open programme (3*), MRA-grant (Impact), ZonMW-project (kennis met minder dieren (co-PI)), NWO-ALW open access publications, Autism speaks, Simons foundation and Hersenstichting. Of all these programs the ZonMw project, the open access publications grants (3*) and the MRA grant were successful up to writing this report.
Coronal brain section with a triple staining of the developing corpus callosum. Green: GFP, showing axons derived from in utero electroporated primary cortical neurons present in one of the hemispheres; Bleu: Dapi, indicating nuclei; Red: NeuN, neuronal marker (Molecular Neuroscience, experiment by Ricardo Paap).

Educational highlights

► We have been active in many aspects of education, some of the main activities are mentioned here.
► We have developed and started the new Master program "Molecular NeuroScience (MNS)"
The courses (3) have been performed and are very well evaluated ranging from 7.8 to 8.1. The current students (17) are allocated to internships successfully and we hope to welcome the second cohort of students in 2014.
► We have been active as coordinators for the following programs:
  ► Bachelor Biomedical sciences: Neurobiology track biomedical sciences (dr. Hans van Hooft)
  ► Bachelor Psychobiology: Labvaardigheden course; Cell biology course (dr. Marco Hoekman)
  ► UvA masters: Molecular Neuroscience master program (dr. Lars van der Heide/Prof. dr. Marten Smidt).
► Moreover, we have been and are still active in the setup of the new bachelor program for Psychobiology (dr. Marco Hoekman). Next to these activities we are involved in teaching courses in year 1-3 of the bachelor program Psychobiology and Biomedical sciences.

Other highlights

► Smidt is Chairman of the Exam-committee Psychobiology. The largest bachelor at the FNWI.
► Smidt is program director/developer of the neurobiology cluster of the UvA master program.
► Smidt has obtained a national accreditation to perform animal WOD courses at the UvA. This course is setup now and is scheduled to run for the first time in June 2014 as part of the masters program.
► Smidt has been re-appointed as the Chairman of the NWO-VIDI committee for 2014.
► Smidt has been appointed coordinator of art 9 WOD and is part of the Dutch coordination program on animal research.